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Abstract

The Android system is the most widely used mobile system in the world and the

user requirement is still increasing. According to [37], Android dominated the market

with a 79.8% in 2013 Q2, 84.8% in 2014 Q2 and 82.8% share in 2015 Q2. Compared

to other mobile systems, Android dominates most of the market and has the largest

number of mobile users. Based on the research work [44] from PulseSecure.net, the

number of new Android malware samples have been dramatically increased from 3809

in 2011, 214327 in 2012, 1192035 in 2013, 1548129 in 2014 and in the 2015 Q1 the

new malicious sample is 440267. The approximate total value during the entire year

of 2015 was a greater total than 2014. With that in mind, malware has always been

the most pressing concern for the mobile application market. There are a number of

analysis tools and architectures used for malware detection including static analysis,

dynamic analysis, sandbox analysis and manually dissection. Consequently, all of the

analysis approaches are time consuming. In order to effectively use our limited time

and human resources, we present a lightweight pre-filtering tool(METADroid) which

could be used to pre-classify the apps before the more expensive traditional static,

dynamic analysis. The system includes whole 381 features and we analyzed their

effectiveness for triaging. It will give you feedback of each apk in a short period of

time and provide valuable prediction. Our experiments based on more than 158000

Android Applications collected from 8 markets around the globe.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Malware is short for mal icious software. This is a brief description about malware

given by Microsoft: “Malware is short for malicious software and is typically used as a

catch-all term to refer to any software designed to cause damage to a single computer,

server, or computer network, whether its a virus, spyware” [42]. Although it is a

broad term that refers to a variety of malicious programs, there are several common

types of malware: adware, bots, bugs, rootkits, spyware, trojan horses, viruses and

worms.

Malware can reside on any operating system(OS), server, personal computer(PC),

mobile device or any other kind of digital wearable device. In our work, we focus on

the Android mobile platform. Over the past decade a number of open systems were

developed for mobile platforms, Android is by far the most popular one according

to an IDS report (Figure 1.1).

“In 2015, Android dominated the market with an 82.8% share. With more than

an 80% domination of the smartphone market, the risk of malware infection is also

dramatically increasing.” A study carried out by Rene Millman[43], found that 97%

of malware focuses on the Android OS.

One of the primary malware propagation methods is through app markets. Figure 1.2
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Figure 1.1: Smartphone OS Market Share(Android is the highest all the time)

shows the increase of applications in Google Play from December 2009 to February

2016 [56]. With this sheer increase in app numbers, the thorough analyses that might

possibly reveal malicious activity would be infeasible.

There are two main strategies to analysis and classification of Android malware:

static analysis and dynamic analysis. Static analysis methods focus on analysis of

code without its execution. Typically, this means analysis of source code which is

time and resource consuming.

Different from static analysis, dynamic analysis is more focused on the app during its

execution time. Using dynamic analysis requires researchers to establish a simulation

environment in order to monitor the behaviour exhibited by the running apps. One

of the main challenges in this approach is to find the proper setting that deceives

malware and triggers all malicious functionality. That is embedded in the code since

ensuring that all possible behaviour was seen in problematic, dynamic approaches

typically produces only partial results.

In summary, both static and dynamic analysis have great advantages; they focus on

different aspects and have good accuracy but at the same time they are both time

and resource consuming.
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Figure 1.2: Number of available apps on Google Play market [56]

The large number of apps pushed to online markets every day makes manual analysis

impractical. It is necessary for Android researchers to explore an approach which

can filter the apps efficiently. As a result, anti-malware vendors apply lightweight

triage techniques to quickly filter out known apps. “Triaging is an area in which

decision-makers must know what they are doing, why they are doing it, and which

actions to take to achieve a satisfactory outcome” [40].

In our work, we offer an alternative approach that explores the role of meta-data

in triage. For Android binaries, we focus specifically on meta-data information of

each Android app without using any static or dynamic approaches. meta-data based

analysis was previously attempted by a few studies that showed the potential of

these features for malware classification [25][18]. Although promising, these studies

are very limited in their conclusions and exploited only a few features. Yet, it is not

clear why these features were used for analysis, which ones are ultimately suitable

for filtering/classification of suspicious apps and why.

We focus on meta-data features extraction and their usage for Android apps triage.
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Meta-data features are typically obfuscation resistant since code obfuscation is gain-

ing popularity in the Android world. We propose meta-data based filtering of An-

droid apps. Our contributions are as follows.

• We propose the approach to Android app triaging based on a combination of

meta-data features including size, timestamp and etc. Within this study we

explore over 300 meta-data features and assess their potential for an efficient

and accurate triage of Android apps. To the best of our knowledge, this is

the first attempt to systematically evaluate a large set of features for their

applicability to Android apps detection.

• We further provide explainable detection. Our features allow us to understand

why an app is found to be malicious or benign.

• To facilitate further research in this area, we present a framework for feature

extraction and analysis.

• We conduct our experiment on a comprehensive set of over 150000 Android

apps. To this end, we collect a diverse, comprehensive and recent dataset from

8 Android markets around the globe. Among the existing datasets, our set is

the most representative of todays Android app environment.
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Chapter 2

Related work

The amount of research on analysis of Android apps has been increasing in recent

years. A broad overview of existing studies in this domain was conducted [25]. How-

ever, malware analysis can be split into two broad categories: static analysis and

dynamic analysis. Static analysis focuses on analyzing dex files, extracting informa-

tion from source code or bytecode in order to determine whether or not there are

any suspicious points without executing the Android app. Dynamic analysis would

set up a simulated system, install the unknown APK into a simulated environment

then monitor the APK execution behaviour and record the running data which is

used for the analysis of suspicious content.

In the following sections we introduce existing studies based on these two types of

analysis.

2.1 Background on Android environment

“Each digital file is accompanied by meta-data information. meta-data is data that

describes other data. Meta is a prefix that in most information technology uses

means an underlying definition or description.” [49]. Meta-data can be automatically

generated or created manually. Meta-data is important; it includes side information
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for each file such as creation time, modified time or compressed/uncompressed size.

In our work, our goal is to extract meta-data features from Android apps for our

analysis.

Each Android app is packaged into an APK file [29]; the architecture of an APK file

is shown in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: APK file format [29]

An APK contains a XML file which defines the structure of the source code, the

AndroidManifest.xml. The XML file is a mandatory file for each Android app to

have which contains the skeleton of the app and includes all elements required by

the Android system. Elements from an AndroidManifest.xml file include activities,

services, broadcast receivers and related contents. “An activity represents a single

screen with a user interface just like window or frame of Java.Android activity” [61].

If there are ads or notifications included in activities, there must be corresponding

elements included in the layout files because they must be visible to the users. From

layout files, we can easily find out which ones have ads and what other visible con-

tent is included. “A service is a component that runs in the background to perform

long-running operations without needing to interact with the user and it works even

if the application is destroyed.” [2]. “Broadcast Receivers simply respond to broad-

cast messages from other applications or from the system itself. These messages

are sometimes called events or intents. For example, applications can also initiate
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broadcasts to let other applications know that some data has been downloaded to the

device and is available for them to use, so this is broadcast receiver who intercepts

this communication and initiates appropriate action.” [1]. Unlike activities, both

services and broadcast receivers are invisible to the users. Users are not directly

aware of what is going on behind the scenes. One way to decipher the functionality

of services and broadcast receivers is to analyze the source code of the app. This

belongs to static analysis; based on this approach, researchers are able to analyze the

background processes. The other efficient way is using dynamic analysis; with this

approach, analyzers are able to monitor the behaviours of an app and then figure

out what activities are happening in the background. These contents are used in our

work; we did not analyze the code or monitor the activities, but only parsed their

names and used them for lightweight triaging.

AndroidManifest.xml also contains a set of permissions required for the app. For

the Android system, there is a “permission” mechanism that enforces restrictions

on particular operations. For each operation from an Android app to be performed

properly, necessary permissions should be granted by the system in order to make

sure the operation is able to access the specific data. So permissions are important

in each Android app. The granting work is done by mobile users when they are using

the app, but the necessary permissions should be included in AndroidManifest.xml.

In our work, we did not do much analysis on permissions, but only extracted the

names of permissions and processed them with lightweight methods.

An APK also contains resource files that includes some external files, bitmaps,

strings, media files or other files to run an app. Some third party libraries require

extra resource files to make sure the external libraries can run without any errors or

exceptions. An APK is typically signed with a proper signature before being submit-

ted to online Android markets after development. Signature files include company

names, issuers’ names, and key validation. All information about the APK author
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should be provided within the signature file and they are checked before the APK is

uploaded to online markets. In this work, we include features extracted from signa-

ture files. Contents from resource files include a large number of manually created

files, some of them are not auto-generated so we did not include many features from

the resource files.

Android apps are written in Java. In Java programming, programmers widely

use classes. Each class belongs to a package; for example, Rectangle class in the

“java.awt” package is “java.awt.Rectangle”. So at this point, the package name of

each Java file is the content before the last period(“.”) delimiter. The package name

of java.awt.Rectangle is java.awt. In our work, we include some features processed

with this principle.

2.2 Static analysis

A lot of Android analyses are done via static analysis. Alisa [54] mentioned the

procedure with some approaches to gather data and also the necessary steps of cre-

ating a model for malicious program defence. In CLAPP [34], some analyzers did

static analysis using features extracted from loops in source code as the fundamental

element. Loops are special in all programming languages and for security problems.

For example, an infinite loop could drain a users memory without them being aware.

For another case, an attacker could write a memory erase program and trigger the

program inside a loop, deleting all of the users content. The work was done directly

based on Dalvik bytecode, and it therefore does not rely on having access to the

application source code. The authors extracted detailed information about the oper-

ations that influence and control such as the number of iterations of a loop, and the

operations that constitute the loops’ body. All their work is achieved by combining

several static analysis techniques, such as loop identification, backward data-flow
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analysis on use-def chains, selective abstract interpretation, and code reach-ability

analysis.

Several studies were based on signature detection; they also use static analysis as the

fundamental approach [53][21]. Apposcopy [33] also includes signature based mal-

ware detectors. The tool uses static methods to extract information and check if the

new app contains a sequence of instructions that is matched by a regular expression.

Another purpose for using static analysis is to detect suspicious information flows of

the app.

DroidSafe [35], an information flow analysis tool; was created to detect suspicious

data flows via static analysis framework and it is also built to check data leakage.

Schmidt et al. classified malicious apps via machine learning algorithm and the

features he extracted are from ELF(Executable and Linkable) binaries [52].

RiskRanker [36] utilizes a variety of static analysis techniques to detect malware on

Android devices. These techniques include program control flow graph evaluation

and evaluation of byte code signatures. AnDarwin [23] is designed for the scalable

detection of plagiarized applications. This is performed through the construction

of a Program Dependency Graph (PDG) of the Android application. A semantic

vector is then extracted from the PDG to represent the application, which can then

be quickly compared with the semantic vectors of other applications.

The majority of existing studies based on static analysis require a significant amount

of work to parse, extract and analyze the data. Although this time-consuming process

typically provides accurate assessment of app functionality, it is often not efficient

for large scale analysis. Parsing files and computing resources takes a significant

amount of time so if there is a lightweight approach which means using less time and

resources to filter out those “obviously can be classified” APKs, then we can apply

this approach and decrease the number of Android apps waiting to be classified in

our dataset. As a result in this thesis, we explore a lightweight approach capable of
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large scale processing of Android apps.

2.3 Dynamic analysis

TaintDroid [26], an efficient, system-wide dynamic taint tracking and analysis sys-

tem, is used to track multiple sources of sensitive data. It provides a program to

monitor a third-party application usage of sensitive information, for instance, what

information leaves a device and where the destination is. It assumes that third-

party applications are not trusted, and the monitors observe and record how these

applications access and operate personal data in real time.

Crowdroid [22] provides another behaviour-based detection framework. The re-

searchers built an information server which is used to monitor all applications non-

personal system calls from users. The remote server is used for parsing data, and

creating a system called vector for each interaction from the users in their Android

apps. Thus, a dataset of behaviour data is created for every application used.

DroidScope [66], is an emulation-based Android malware analysis engine that can be

used to analyze Java and native components of Android apps. It exposes an event-

based analysis interface with three sets of APIs that correspond to the four different

abstraction levels of an Android Device: hardware, Linux and Dalvik. They monitor

the malware activities at the API level and look into how a malicious app behaves

inside the system.

ProfileDroid [63] is another framework in which the analysis layer is divided into four:

static, user, OS and network. For each layer there are 2 components, monitoring and

profiling. In Andlantis [20], analyzers present a highly scalable dynamic analysis

framework. The framework runs the Android OS in a virtualized environment, it

captures an application disk and network activity.

From the descriptions of dynamic analysis above, they all need virtual machines to
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simulate the environment for different types of monitoring and the monitoring work

would always take a long time. Using dynamic analysis would help researchers have

a better understanding of APK behaviour. For some malware families like SMS or

ransomeware, dynamic analysis is practical because the researchers can find suspi-

cious behaviours from activities such as network connection or message sending from

those APKs. At the same time, researchers do not need to worry about obfusca-

tion techniques used on source codes from the attackers, because they do not need

to extract features from source codes or bytecodes in APKs. Meanwhile, dynamic

analysis costs a lot, especially in terms of processing time; researchers need time

and devices to build the environment also it is time consuming for upgrading and

configurations of the OSs. Monitoring the large number of APKs brings significant

overhead that adds to app analysis.

There are a few studies that used combinations of static and dynamic analysis.

Zheng et al. provide a system which extracts features from op-code and manually

generates signatures based on methods, names and whole applications [68]. After

that, they compare the content and work on obfuscation detection. At the same

time, the researchers also did some work to analyze malware with attachment files

and dynamic payloads. From the analysis work [55], the analyzers created a sandbox

which can be used for everyone through a web interface. In their work, they used

a novel combination of static and dynamic techniques; meanwhile they track native

API calls and extract features based on the APIs.

2.4 Metadata

The resource consuming nature of static and dynamic analysis based techniques was

acknowledged by a few studies [18][32][48]. This turned our attention to lightweight

meta-data features. meta-data information is side data that accompanies every APK.

11



Research study Android meta-data features
Droidganger [67] Permissions
PermissionWatcher [57] Permissions combination of apps
Barrera et al. [17] Permissions
Armando et al. [15] Permissions
Kelley et al. [39] Permissions
RefineDroid [38] Suspicious permissions
Sato et al. [51] Permission, Intent filter (action), In-

tent filter (category) and Process name
Wijesekera et al. [64] Permission usage by third-party appli-

cations
Stowaway [30] Permissions and system API calls
Achimescu et al. [14] Image files
Teufl et al. [58] Last time modified, category, price, de-

scription...
Munoz et al. [45] Intrinsic application features, appli-

cation category, developer-related
features, certificate-related features,
social-related features

MARVIN [41] owner, validity, permissions, activities,
receivers ...

DREBIN [16] network addresses, permissions
DroidMat [65] deployment of components, intent mes-

sages passing, permissions

Table 2.1: Existing studies that employ meta-data features in analysis

It includes information about app creation time, its size, permissions, resources and

other data necessary for app execution. A brief summary of studies using meta-data

features can be found in Table 2.1.

One of the most commonly used existing meta-data features is permissions. In

essence, permissions describe the main tasks of an app. For example, in order to

access the Internet, android.permission.INTERNET statement should be placed in

the AndroidManifest file of an APK, another example being, the permission an-

droid.Permission.READ CONTACTS is used by an application to access the con-

tacts of a user. The permissions are enforced when the application is executed and

the permissions not granted yield errors [48]. In an Android app, the author must

declare all necessary permissions in the AndroidManifest.xml file in order to access

12



the resources in OS properly; this fact was leveraged by existing studies.

Kelley et al. [39] did an analysis focusing on users’ understanding of permissions

requested when they install the apps and their conclusion is “users do not understand

Android permission and they are not currently well prepared to make informed

privacy and security decisions around installing apps from Android markets”.

Sarma et al. [50] analyzed the risk based on permissions on the Android platform.

They proposed the notion of using effective signals to enhance Android security,

introduced risk signals with the combination of the permissions requested by an

app and the function category of an app as well as what permissions other apps

request. Several studies analyzed the permissions commonly used by legitimate

apps and malware [32]. A lot of users do not understand what each permission

means and blindly grants them without any consideration, allowing the application

to access sensitive information of the user. On top of that, malware apps often grant

themselves necessary permissions without user consent.

Studies that focus on meta-data features often use permissions as the main and

sometimes, only feature in analysis. Felt et al. [31] evaluated whether permissions

of an Android app are effective at protecting users after collecting the permission

requirements of a large set of Google Chrome extensions and Android applications.

Based on their work, they concluded that installation security warnings may not

be an effective malware prevention tool. PermissionWatcher [57] was introduced

to help classify Android apps with probability risks to the users based on a set of

rules and attack scenarios. The approach correlates resources to access permission

combinations, and based on the permissions included in each Android app, they

analyze possible attacks. Sato et al. [51] also looked at analysis of manifest files in

Android apps by extracting four types of keyword lists: (1) Permission, (2) Intent

filter (action), (3) Intent filter (category), and (4) Process name. This approach

determines the malignancy score by classifying permissions individually as malicious
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or benign.

Several studies analyzed contextual integrity for Android permissions. Wijesekera

et al. [64] worked on quantifying the permission usage by third-party applications

under realistic circumstances. Based on their work with users, they suggest that

some requests should be granted by runtime consent dialogues rather than Androids

previous all-or-nothing install-time approval approach.

Felt et al. [30] introduced Stowaway: a tool that uses both static analysis and permis-

sion features in order to detect overprivilege. They use static analysis to determine

permissions used for API calls and compare them to the set of permissions requested.

Permissions analysis based tools were extended in many other studies. Barrera et

al. [17] presented an analysis including permission-based security models. They found

only a small number of permissions include functionality on devices. In their work,

they identified application clusters based on requested permissions and extracted the

prominent permissions within each cluster. The most important part of their work

was the creation of Self-Organizing Maps based on apps that represent the permis-

sions. Armando et al. [15] presented an extension of the Android permission system

and security framework which relied on existing resources and can be implemented

on top of standard Android distributions. RefineDroid [38] looked for suspicious per-

mission uses, e.g. access to unexpected Internet domains. Droidganger [67] provides

information of permission usage to users using two techniques: record/replay and

permission suppression. The researchers showed that their work can help users have

a better understanding of about 40% of application permissions.

The majority of studies focusing on meta-data features also employ static analysis

techniques as a hybrid technique for app analysis. Besides permissions, several other

meta-data features were also explored. Achimescu et al. [14] worked on image anal-

ysis on Android. The researchers concluded that combination extracted from JPEG

and EXIF files could provide a powerful authentication method.
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In more extensive study by Teufl et al. [58], the researchers collected a list of meta-

data from Google Play market. From Peters work, a set of features were analyzed for

their potential of malware detection; this set included last time modified, category,

price, description and some other features. His analysis are based on these features

and involved some statistical analysis including clustering algorithms and natural

language processing of the meta-data. Other researchers using features from Google

Play in their work, Munoz et al. [45], extracted features from different categorizes

of data including application category, developer-related features, certificate-related

features, etc. These features are used for the analysis of security threats.

MARVIN [41], creates a malice score based on machine learning techniques to assess

the risk, it is a system that combines static with dynamic analysis. In that work, the

meta-data features selected by the researchers are mainly permissions. DREBIN [16]

is a lightweight method for detection of Android malware automatically and directly

on smartphones. The researchers extracted static analysis features including meta-

data features. Mainly, they worked on strings, permissions and API calls to create

feature vectors. In DroidMat [65], the researchers proposed a feature-based mecha-

nism to provide a static analyst model for Android malware detection. In their work,

they have features including permissions, API calls and their classification work is

via kNN algorithm.

In previous work, most of the researchers extracted features and applied them for

static and dynamic analysis. Features were extracted from all fields, from texts,

side files, system calls and some other deep layers such as byte code and op-code.

Meanwhile, only a limited number of studies have focused on meta-data and nobody

has provided a clarification about how meta-data can be used for Android analysis.

In this work, we provide a detailed analysis of using meta-data features and based

on this analysis we propose an approach for malware triage.
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Chapter 3

Design

In this work, we build a system framework including modules for extracting and

processing features with feature selection and machine learning. Our main work is

to create a framework for Android malware triaging using meta-data features. In

order to do this, several objectives must be satisfied:

• Accuracy: To provide effective triage, the analysis framework has to be ca-

pable of identifying suspicious Android apps with high accuracy and low mis-

classification rates.

• Efficiency: The work is based on meta-data features solely without any features

extracted from static or dynamic analysis. There is no simulator configuration

nor source/byte code parsing; all the features are lightweight so the features

extraction should be efficient.

• Flexibility: It should be simple to update with a flexible system. Currently we

already applied our features but if there are any new features coming it should

be easy to include them.

• Signature free: Since currently existing signature-based systems showed their

unsuitability; our framework has to be capable of triage independent of man-
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Figure 3.1: Overview of our design

ually created malware patterns.

The workflow diagram approach is shown in Figure 3.1.

The process of our framework is illustrated in Figure 3.1 and outlined in the following:

• Given an Android app, the meta-data raw features extraction module extracts

all raw features from the app. We extract features alone from 6 major cate-

gories: size, timestamp, reputation of package names, authors, AndroidMani-

fest files’ elements and tools. We designed our parsers and extracted the nec-

essary items from each app with our parsers. Different features are extracted

using different parsers. The challenge for this module for us is to find an effi-

cient approach for implementing the feature parsers; there are different ways

of extracting the same features but we need to seek the most efficient one who

takes the least ammount of time and resources. Meanwhile, apps are created

with different tools which makes them various. A feature parser may not work

well on some of the apps because of their structure, so we need to be concerned

about all exceptions we may have. Also in this module, meta-data features

were extracted from all files in an app because they all have equal weight.

• After we collect the raw features from the app, the features are then transmitted

to the feature processing module in our system, the meta-data raw features

processing module. In this module, the goal is to use statistical approaches
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with reputation generated previously to process and finalize the raw features.

The system needs to refine and process them. Two goals are included in this

module: deriving necessary statistics from raw features and representing these

features in a format suitable for analysis. The challenges when we need to

implement this module include:

– We need to find out how to process the raw features. Different features

should be applied with different processing approaches in our system. We

need to have proper parameter settings to apply with statistical analy-

sis. Meanwhile reputations should be properly used for processing raw

features. For example, in order to explore the potential of timestamps

and size features deeper, we extracted different types of files, the files

in the library folder, in the resources folder, images files, total files, also

ratios between different values in order to extract as much information

as we could. We do not have parameters for size features; just based on

their file types and also the size of the same files for uncompressed and

compressed states.

– We need to find an efficient way to process the raw features with less time

and resource overhead. Compared to extracting raw features, we still need

to build an efficient mechanism for processing instead of extraction.

– Android apps are diverse; the raw features are different from each other

as well. We need to consider any exceptions we design to process raw fea-

tures. The same processing work may not suitable for features extracted

from some abnormal apps.

• Once raw features are successfully refined and processed, the next step is to use

them in triage. Before the system starts our machine learning classification, it

includes a feature selection pre-processing step. In this step, the system would
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pick out the proper features which are suitable for our classification. The

challenge for us in implementing this module is choosing the feature selection

algorithm.

• The last module of work in our system is the machine learning module. In this

module, the system needs to apply the selected features from previous modules

and return the result to the user.

In our system, the crawler crawls apps from different online app stores in order to

build the dataset for our analysis. The analyzer has four different modules: features

extraction, features processing, features selection and machine learning.

Apps crawled from online markets are used for creating reputations (benign rate

which is explained in the next chapter). The reputation of the elements is used in

our system for processing the raw features.

This analysis is based on analyzing the use of meta-data features for malware triage

so we did not plan to spend much time on machine learning and accuracy increasing.

However, we still need to demonstrate our contribution so we need to find a machine

learning algorithm that could provide a promising accuracy based on our features.

In the following chapter, we discuss the features, processing work and parameter

settings in more detail of our system framework.
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Chapter 4

Features

One of the fundamental problems of mobile app triage is the selection of features

that provide accurate detection while remaining scalable for automatic extraction

and analysis. Traditionally, the mobile security studies focused on complex sets of

characteristics extracted through static and dynamic analysis of an executable files

content. While these methods offer good accuracy, the complexity related to these

characteristics extraction and analysis is often prohibitively expensive for large scale

triage of Android apps.

In this work, we turn our attention to an alternative approach and focus on meta-

data associated with Android apps. Our approach is inspired by a recent study

conducted by Teufl et al. [59] where authors attempted to use meta-data content to

classify Android apps. The set of features used in this study primarily focused on

attributes related to apps location on the market (in this case, the study looked at

Google Play market). The features deemed useful by authors are given in Figure 4.1.

Out of these features, only the first seven were employed in this study and many

other features only exist in apps found on the Google Play app store. For example,

the price tag could be different for the same app in different markets. So in our

work, we focused on the features extracted from APKs themselves rather than from
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Figure 4.1: A list of feature employed in the study by Teufl et al. [59].

features related to app stores.

In our thesis, we experimented with an extensive list of over 300 meta-data features.

We grouped these features by major categories. These categories and their brief

descriptions are provided in Table 4.1. Each of these categories are explained in

greater detail in the following sections.

4.1 Size

Size is one of the fundamental meta-data features that exists for every file in a

computer. In Android app analysis, size plays an important role. Based on our
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Feature category Description

Size Features related with the size of files and the feature group
composed with the size of APK files, such as size of dex file,
size of image files, etc.

Timestamp Timestamp features could provide information about when
and how Android APK is created. These features are also
used to describe the number of files created during different
time intervals.

AndroidManifest
file analysis

Activities, services, permissions and some basic elements
are listed in the AndroidManifest files and there are many
strings in the manifest files, including names, etc. based on
those string elements in the manifest file

Reputation anal-
ysis

This group includes signature analysis and package name
analysis

Certification and
signature analysis

For each signature, there is information such as issuer, owner
and their MD5 signature. For some APKs, more than one
MD5 signatures are included.

Tool analysis Based on some patterns for the APKs made by different
tools, such as Android studio, Adobe air. So this feature is
based on the tools which are used for making apps

Table 4.1: meta-data feature groups

preliminary analysis of malware Android apps, we noticed a number of discrepancies

that made an APK file questionable. Overall, the size feature group included 44

features. The list of the features given in Appendix Table A.1.

In our work, the size feature group includes features of different types of files and

their percentage of the total size of an APK. There are plenty of resources online

that allow attackers to create Android apps by simply injecting segments of malicious

code into the benign apps and packing them back to their original form, (This is

known as app repackaging). The intuition behind this is straightforward; if apps

have identical size related features they are likely to share content. It could also be

used as a lightweight approach for detecting APK repackaging.
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dexafterzip The number of dex files created after the apk file pack-
aging time. In other words, the timestamp of dex files
is greater than the APK creation time. It is possible for
an APK to have more than one dex file.

dex2mins The number of dex files created 2 minutes before the
APK file creation time.

dex2hours The number of dex files created between 2 minutes to 2
hours before the APK file was created.

dex1day The number of dex files created between 2 hours to 1
day before the creation time of the APK file.

dex1month The number of dex files created between 1 day to 1
month before the creation time of the APK file.

dexlonger The number of dex files created more than 1 month be-
fore the APK file.

Table 4.2: Dex file features list

4.2 Time-stamp

Another group of meta-data features is related to time-stamp. Each file has a times-

tamp label that represents the creation time or when it was last modified. Times-

tamps can be used to help determine APK developing tools because each APK tool

has a unique manner of creating an app and timestamp that can be used to dis-

cover that manner. For example,using Android Studio to create APK automatically

results in a 2 minute gap between some files.

The following Table 4.2 provides descriptions of the features included in our times-

tamp feature group.

There are 4 intervals used to further analyze time-related features: 2 minutes, 2

hours, 1 day and 1 month. These intervals were chosen based on our preliminary

analysis (more details are provided in Chapter 6). The features produced for each

of the files are given in Table A.2 in Appendix.

In addition to our raw features extracted directly from APK files, we also incorpo-

rated some statistics that give a better insight into the APK creation timeline in

our analysis. We put in some features calculating the percentage ratio of files from
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different time periods; in the following Table A.5 in AppendixA we give descriptions

about ratios for files in the assets folder. Not only do we calculate the number of

files that belong to each time interval, but also the ratios are calculated because they

provide some overall knowledge for Android apps. Based on the ratios, we can get

a better understanding of the apps developing process. For instance, based on our

preliminary analysis, if most of the files from an APK belong to a time interval but

the dex file and signature files belong to another time interval then this APK has a

higher probability to be a repackaged app.

The features produced based on ratios are given in Table A.3 in Appendix.

In the Android developing process, signing an APK is always the last necessary step

(aligning is not compulsory). During the last step, a META-INF folder is created

with three files inside, CERT.RSA, CERT.SF and MANIFEST.MF. Typically, all

these files should be created before the final APK and therefore their timestamp

should be prior to APK packaging time. Our preliminary research showed that this

is not always the case; for example, in certain situations,there are some APKs in our

dataset including files with timestamp after APK packaging time which is suspicious.

In our preliminary research, using some tools to repackage an app, inserting some

third party files or libraries affected the time line of an app. Based on that, we

considered that there must be some unjustifiable work from the APK makers, but

at this point we cannot determine whether the APKs that meet this condition are

malicious. To indicate the time line of the file creation we use the features shown in

Table 4.3.

Overall timestamp feature group Table A.2 in AppendixA contains 147 features

related to the timestamp of the files in an APK. Timestamps analysis could help

detect Android development tools in other ways. Based on our research, the most

famous tool used for decompiling Android apps is “APKTOOL”. After recompiling

apps, developers need to sign the apps with their certifications using some other
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afterMANIFEST MF The number of files with greater
timestamps compare to MANI-
FEST MF

afterCERT RSA The number of files with greater
timestamps compare to the
CERT RSA file

afterCERT SF The number of files with greater
timestamps compare to the
CERT SF file

afterMANIFEST MF/totalfile The ratio of afterMANI-
FEST MF to total number
of files

afterCERT RSA/totalfile The ratio of afterCERT RSA to
total number of files

afterCERT SF/totalfile The ratio of afterCERT SF to the
total.

Table 4.3: Timestamp features related to signature files

tools. Repackaging apps is a classic way for creating malware, so in our work, we

included tools analysis and tried to determine if specific tools are prone to creating

malware. Each tool has a unique timestamp pattern when it is used for assembling

APKs; for instance, some APKs would have a static number of time gaps between the

signature file and the dex file, some tools set the same timestamp for all files in the

same folder and some tools automatically generate files with a particular timestamp

and all of these features could be used for different analyses in future work.

4.3 Reputation

In our work, reputation plays an important role. We use reputation for processing

different raw features including package names, authors and elements from Android-

Manifest files. Reputation is used to express the legitimate degree of elements in our

work. The reputation of each element reflects the nature of the apps including it.

The reputation of an activity is the benign ratio of the activity and it is calculated

by the number of legitimate apps including this activity to the number of all apps
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Figure 4.2: Sample activity database from analysis

including the activity. A reputation is a lightweight feature to represent a benign or

malicious tendency of an item.

The reputation system based on each element tag and a sample reputation content

table for activities is shown in Figure 4.2: the first column is the name of the proper

tag, the second column is the processed name of each activity, the third column which

is also the most important one, stands for the benign ratio of each activity and the

last column is the overall status of the activity. The benign ratios (reputation) are

in the third column.

Features used for reputation calculation: package name, author and elements from

AndroidManifest file. The reputation for AndroidManifest content is used for the

features in AndroidManifest analysis.

In this section, there are two features directly based on reputation and used in our

work. The name of the features and descriptions are in Table 4.4. For the package

names of apps, we remove the content after the last delimiter. The content before
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Reputation features Description
benignNum The number of legitimate apps with the same

author of the current Android app
ESET The number of malicious apps with the same

author of the current Android app
total The number of apps with the same author of

the current Android app
repRatio The reputation of the app creator
pbenignNum The number of legit apps with the same pack-

age name as the current Android app
pESET The number of malicious apps with the same

package name as the current Android app
ptotal The number of apps with the same package

name as the current Android app
prepRatio The reputation of the app package name

Table 4.4: The list of features based on package name and author reputation

the last delimiter always stands for a company representative; we are focusing on

reputations for a cluster not a single person. For example, the package name of an

app is “com.example.art” and in our work, the package name is “com.example”.

4.4 Third-party libraries and AndroidManifest file

analysis

Every application must have an AndroidManifest.xml file in its root directory. The

AndroidManifest file presents essential information about an app to the Android

system. An example of AndroidManifest.xml is given in Figure 4.3.

Compared to previous meta-data features, features extracted from the manifest file

have special purposes and status. While features in the size and timestamp groups

relate to files within an APK, the manifest file contains the basic skeleton of an APK

and every element in this file is closely related to content of the source code.

In AndroidManifest file, each element has a specific purpose and functionality. For

our analysis, we use name strings from nine elements: action, activity, meta-data,
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Figure 4.3: An example of legitimate elements in AndroidManifest file

permission, provider, receiver, service, uses-feature, uses-permission. There

are a few others (such as uses-sdk, supports-screens and etc.) that are less common

and not always present in apps. The descriptions and usages of the nine elements

are explained in the following list.

• action: It contains the name of the action, because action tag is always en-

capsulated in the intent-filter tag, therefore the name of action could be a class

name. For example “com.example.activity2” which means the intent is used

between two developer made activities or the name could also be an Android

action; for example, all APKs should have a start layout and the action of that

activity is “android.intent.action.MAIN”. For some other system actions there

are some other names such as “android.intent.action.CALL”.

• activity: It always stands for the name of java classes behind the correlated

layout, if the author wants to use activities from third-party packages, then

they must list them in the manifest file. Simply based on the name of activities

we can easily identify if the activity is from the APK package or An external

third library package; this can be done by parsing the activity name by the

delimiter “.” or with the package name. For example if the package name of

an APK is “com.example.test” and one of the activities has an activity name
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“com.example.test.activity1” or “.activity1” then it means this activity is from

the developer made APK package not from external third party packages.

• meta-data: They stand for meta-data elements which are used for supporting

an APK. For example in the Google ads Figure 4.4, the meta-data in the

AndroidManifest file includes the version code of the proper Google API.

• permission: These are permissions defined by authors and they can be re-

ferred to as existing permissions after being defined. Most of the time, per-

mission elements are developer defined permissions, or uses-permissions which

are defined by Android which gives access to specific pieces of data. For in-

stance, “com.tencent.msf.permission.account.syn” is a permission from tencent

company just based on the name.

• receiver, service and provider: They stand for the name of the background

processes behind the scenes because none of the three elements is visible to An-

droid users. They are the processes which are hard for users to visualize and

be aware also there might be some high risk behaviours from these elements.

From our reputation data set, we extracted all services, receivers and providers

from the APKs and we found there are tons of services from third party li-

braries; they are complicated and it is impossible to judge if they are benign

or malicious simply based on their names.

• uses-feature: They specify a single hardware or software feature used by

the application. In [7] and [12], there are two lists for hardware features and

software features.

For the name attributes in uses-permission. They are the names of the

system defined permissions. For each item, it could be a permission defined

by the application with the permission element, a permission defined by an-
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other application, or one of the standard system permissions (such as “an-

droid.permission.CAMERA” or “android.permission.READ CONTACTS”)

In an AndroidManifest file, each element accompanied by attributes. All attributes

are optional. However, at least some have to be present to accomplish its purpose.

One of these attributes is name. For example, any advertisements included in an

Android app has to be specified in AndroidManifest file. Under Android:activity,

each such activity is named under “android:name” attribute. For another example,

if an Android developer wants to attach Google advertisements, then he/she has to

add the following content 4.4 into the manifest file.

Figure 4.4: An example of Google ads elements in AndroidManifest file

AndroidManifest file is important for each APK; for any advertisement to be in-

cluded in an app, an activity with corresponding name attribute has to appear

in the AndroidManifest file. For example, if an author wants to add advertise-

ments from Google, then he needs to add meta-data data elements including the
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version code which is a necessity for Google ads and the name of the content is

“com.google.android.gms.version”. Besides this, he also has to add an activity that

includes a name attribute having a value “com.google.android.gms.ads.AdActivity”

which is a fragment used to lay out the ads to be visualized by users. Also the APK

needs to connect to the Internet so two compulsory permissions,

“android.permission.INTERNET” and

“android.permission.ACCESS NETWORK STATE”, are listed in the AndroidMan-

ifest file in order to call network APIs because they need to connect to the Internet

from the system. Those elements are necessary in the manifest file if the author

wants to attach Google ads. As a result, the AndroidManifest file gives an overview

of the content of the APK and sheds light on whether the manifest file contains

unusual content. For example, based on our preliminary analysis the elements of the

manifest file that contain unusual names (for example “com.zxsdfss.erqwa”) always

indicate the presence of suspicious content from untrusted sources.

In this feature group, we extract all name attributes from nine given elements from

all APKs. AndroidManifest file features include raw features extracted directly from

apps and count based or statistical features. We include a list of features in Table 4.5.

actionNum The number of actions in manifest file.
activityNum The number of activities in manifest file.
providerNum The number of providers in manifest file.
receiverNum The number of receivers in manifest file.
serviceNum The number of services in manifest file.
meta dataNum The number of meta-datas in manifest file.
permissionNum The number of permissions in manifest file.
uses featureNum The number of uses-features in manifest file.
uses permissionNum The number of uses-permissions in manifest

file.
underPackage Counting the number of the elements from

the current APK package, not from any ex-
ternal resources.

Table 4.5: AndroidManifest elements counting features
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If the extracted name has a reputation we then use it to create some other statistical

features.

Another attribute of features extracted from the manifest file is related to priority

value. Priorities are used for managing the order in which the broadcasts are re-

ceived, or used to force Android to prefer one activity over others. Normally, the

priority value should be located within the range -1000 to 1000[10]; however there

are some APKs with higher or lower priority values. Some Android makers set the

maximum integer value to the priority in their apps because they want their service

or broadcast receiver to have the highest priority compared to other apps. For ex-

ample in Figure 4.5, which is extracted from an APK in our dataset, the priority is

extremely high.

Figure 4.5: An example of AndroidManifest.xml file showing abnormally high prior-
ity value

Features related to priority in our work are in Table 4.6.

One of the features widely used in mobile security studies is a set of permissions.

Permissions enforce restrictions on the specific operations of the Android system.

A list of default permissions was defined by [9], there is a list of manifest permissions;

these permissions exist for all apps and do not need to be specifically added by

developers. Based on the two lists above, we have a list of features related to them

in Table 4.7.

A list of dangerous permissions are shown in [5]. In this work, we follow this list to

calculate different categories of dangerous permissions.

As a conclusion, all features in this group are aiming to analyze the manifest files of
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priorityNormal The number of priorities with normal values
which is within range -1000 to 1000

priorityAbnormal The number of priorities with abnormal val-
ues which is lower than -1000 or higher than
1000

priorityAll The total number of priorities in the An-
droidManifest file

priorityNormalRatio The ratio of the number of normal priorities
to the total number of priorities

priorityAbnormalRatio The ratio of the number of abnormal priori-
ties to the total number of priorities

highestPriority The highest priority value
lowestPriority The lowest priority value

Table 4.6: Priority features

outAction The number of external actions in manifest
file in other words the number of develop-
ers defined actions from APKs in experiment
data set.

outPermission The number of external permissions in man-
ifest file in other words the number of de-
velopers defined permissions from APKs in
experiment data set.

outActionRate The ratio of outAction to the total action
number.

outPermissionRate The ratio of outPermission to the total per-
mission number.

Table 4.7: Permission features

APKs and try to find out how the use of external libraries of resources can impact

the nature of APKs. The reputation of the elements in the AndroidManifest file

would provide great help for triaging. Based on the reputations, it is relatively easy

for us to have a basic understanding about the Android app. If an app includes

low reputation elements, then it is likely to have more malicious content although

we cannot directly label the app a malicious one. Compared with other meta-data

features, information from AndroidManifest has a close relationship with the Android

app so the features extracted from the AndroidManifest file are important. Features

based on AndroidManifest analysis are all listed in Table A.6.
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4.5 Certification analysis

Each Android app has to be signed by a developer. This signature is stored in the

RSA file. The file contains information about the issuer and the owner as shown

in Figure 4.6. We check the completeness of the information encapsulated in the

signature.

Figure 4.6: Information about issuer and owner

Typically, the issuer of the APK has the same content as the owner. However, if the

developer use some third-party proxies to help them signing apps then there maybe

differences between the owner and issuer. We added a feature sameOrNot that stores

a boolean value to identify if the issuer content is the same as author content. At the

time the signatures created, usually the author needs to provide necessary details,

for instance when creating a signature in Android Studio as in Figure 4.7

Figure 4.7: Create a keystore to sign APKs

In the certification box, a developer should fill his name, organization and all other

information about his company. Some indolent developers just fill part of them and
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keep the rest empty. We have a meta-data feature here used to store the number

of items in the keystore numOfitems which identifies how many items have been

filled in the certificate box in order to detect the completeness of the key store.

4.6 Tool analysis

The last feature in this section relates to analysis of Android developing/signing

tools. There are multiple tools currently which can be used for making Android apps.

However, as research showed certain tools are typically involved in development of

app with malicious content. We employ meta-data features to explore this result.

We have one lightweight feature called “toolname” which indicates the name of

the development tool for an APK. An app built/signed by different tools has diverse

structures and “toolname” feature is extracted based on the analysis on the structure.

There are multiple tools for Android app development. In our work, we pick the

following ones: Adobe Air, Keytool, JarSigner, Dot42, Eclipse and AndroidStudio.

Some of the tools are famous for developing apps such as AndroidStudio and Eclipse,

some of them are common for apps signing for instance: keytool and jarsigner. There

are also some other tools but unfortunately we do not have large number of apps

built from them. From our research, we noticed that there are some apps do not

follow the pattern from any of the tools above so we added some other labels and

details of this is explained in chapter 6.

In our research, we have identified some lightweight features for tools detection based

on meta-data; they are not perfect but valuable. The number of APKs from each

different tool is limited.
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Chapter 5

Dataset

One of the common problems in the security domain is the lack of up-to-date data

for experimentation. Several standard benchmark datasets produced by a few recent

studies are quickly becoming obsolete. For example, The Android Malware Genome

project data [69] and Drebin set [16] are limited in size and only include older versions

of Android apps. Thus to ensure validity of our results, we constructed our own

dataset. For our dataset we crawled eight markets from several different countries

and collected over 190 000 apps during a period of 2 months from July to September

in 2015.

We crawled and downloaded more than 53000 apps from six Chinese markets: Xi-

aomi, qihoo360, anruan, anzhi, gfan and tencent. According to [46], these are among

the top 10 markets in China.

Another third party market we crawled was called Mobo market; it is from Hong

Kong. We downloaded more than 92000 apps from this market and the reason we

downloaded so many is that the Android apps in this market are made by Android

developers from all over the world. In the other six Chinese markets, more than

95% of the apps are made by Chinese developers; however the APK developers’

distribution is too narrow.
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The last Android app store we crawled is the official Google Play market. It includes

the largest number of apps among all online stores. We downloaded more than 45000

apps from Google Play for the analysis. Overall, we collected over 190000 apps

during a period of 2 months in 2015. The resulting set was processed to remove

duplicates based on their MD5 hash-values. To determine the number of legitimate

apps, we used the Virustotal platform [62] to label the dataset. VirusTotal is an

online platform that offers analysis of suspicious content. It includes more than

50 antivirus engines and website scanners. There are a number of online scanning

platforms; Virustotal is a benchmark analyzer that is used by many research studies.

Compared with other online analyzers, Virustotal platform runs faster, includes more

samples and provides effective APIs for researchers to scan a large number of apps.

Since there are over 50 different anti-malware scanners available on this platform,

we chose to employ results of ESET-NOD32 [47] as it was reported among the best

10 antivirus applications in 2016 [60].

After we completed the duplication removal and scanning process, our final dataset

included 159344 apps; the distribution of apps is shown in Table 5.1.

Market name Number of
Android apps

Benign apps Malicious apps

Google play 40340 98.4% (39695) 1.6% (645)
Mobo market 80681 82% (66158) 18% (14523)
anzhi 11094 70% (7755) 30% (3339)
anruan 11091 72% (7986) 28% (3105)
gfan 3026 70% (2118) 30% (908)
tencent 7060 73% (5154) 27% (1906)
xiaomi 5043 68% (3429) 32% (1614)
360 market 1009 73% (737) 27% (272)
Total 159344 83.5% (133032) 16.5% (26312)

Table 5.1: Dataset app distribution

As Table 5.1 shows Google Play has the highest (98.4%) benign apps proportion

compared to other markets, Mobo market has 82% of benign apps and Chinese mar-

kets have 70.4% benign apps. Based on the results scanned by ESET, the majority
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of malware apps from Chinese markets were labelled as adware.

5.1 Dataset for reputation establishment

One of the components we employed in our approach is reputation analysis. To

calculate reputation we used 119436 apps from our collected data. In this analysis,

we have two features (package reputation and developer reputation). We needed

to build reputations for package names and developers based on the information

from some APKs. In order to do this, we used 3/4 of this dataset for information

extraction and reputation calculation, and the remaining 1/4 for our experiment.

Table 5.2 shows the splitting of our dataset into reputation dataset and experiment

dataset.

Dataset Name Number
of apps

Benign
apps

Malicious
apps

Reputation dataset 119436 99278 20158
Google Play for reputation dataset 30237 29753 484
Mobo market for reputation dataset 60474 49589 10885
Chinese market for reputation dataset 28725 19936 8789
Experiment dataset 39908 33054 6854
Google Play for experiment dataset 9977 9817 160
Mobo market for experiment dataset 19954 16362 3592
Chinese market for experiment dataset 9977 6875 3102

Table 5.2: Details of app distribution in reputation dataset and experiment dataset

In the rest of this work, we use reputation dataset to stand for the 119436 apps

in reputation systems and experiment dataset to stand for the 39908 apps for

experiment. Based on information extracted from the reputation dataset, we built

a reputation system based on three different reputation sub-systems: one is the

developer reputation sub-system, another one is the package name sub-system and

the last sub-system is based on elements extracted from AndroidManifest files from

apps. In the developer reputation sub-system, we extracted MD5 hash values of app
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developers using keytool command in Linux. The output from keytool of a sample

APK is shown in Figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1: Sample APK signature

We extracted MD5 hash values from the output and package names to make devel-

oper1 and package reputation sub-systems. The reputation developer sub-system is

represented by app information extracted from developers present in our dataset. It

includes the “number of total apps” representing the number of apps from the

current developer, “number of benign apps” representing the number of benign

apps from the current developer, “number of malicious apps” representing the

number of malicious apps from the current developer and the “benign ratio” of

the current developer which is calculated by the formula which indicates reputation

score:

benign ratio =
number of benign app

number of total app

For each developer in our dataset, we calculate the reputation score, which indicates

the likelihood of an app produced by this developer being malicious.

This score was only calculated for developers with more than 5 apps in our dataset.

Figure 5.2 shows the majority of developers in our dataset have at least 5 apps.

Another reputation sub-system is based on the package name, the “reputation pack-

age name sub-system”. The only differences are the next two points. In the developer

reputation sub-system, we set a threshold of 5 and the developers who have more

1Developer of an app is identified by an app signature
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than 5 apps created could have reputations but in the package name reputation sys-

tem, we just recorded all of the package names and their related information. We

chose 5 based on the result from Figure 5.2. It shows the developers with the number

of the apps created by them. We aim to increase the accuracy meanwhile trying to

include more developer information so we consider 5 more or less is the value we

need.

Figure 5.2: Distribution of apps by developers

One more change compared to the developer reputation sub-system is the name mod-

ification. In the developer reputation sub-system we just used the full MD5 hash

values to stand for the developers, but in the package name reputation sub-system,

we modified the package name. We removed the content after the last delimiter in

the package name; for example, “com.youtube.scan” is converted to “com.youtube”,

“com.huawei.cn.media” is converted to “com.huawei.cn”. The reason for doing this

is based on the behaviour of Android development tools: generally, content be-

hind the last delimiter is just a class name in Java; the content before is the pack-

age name. For example, there are four class names here: “a2z.Mobile.Event1997”

“a2z.Mobile.Event2473” “a2z.Mobile.Event3072” “a2z.Mobile.Event3091”; all four

APKs might share similar content or similar third party libraries or packages. Re-
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moving the last content in a package name is a lightweight aggregation to categorize

different APKs into one class so after this step all of the four APKs have the same

“new package name”: “a2z.Mobile”. The last reputation sub-system calculates rep-

utation for elements in AndroidManifest files and the details of this are explained in

the next chapter.
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Chapter 6

Experiment setup

In previous chapters, we talked about the dataset we have, the features we included

and the design of our experiment. In this chapter, we explain the details of our

implementation.

6.1 Implementation process

In our work, we built a framework containing four main parts: apps crawling, dataset

building, reputation system creating, feature extraction with statistical processing

and feature selection applied with machine learning classification.

Crawlers. To collect necessary data, we implemented several crawlers. The source

code for crawlers was borrowed from several sources [46] [24] and customized for our

own needs using Python and the Scrapy platform.

Our framework was developed using Python version 2.7 with the following libraries:

subprocess, zipfile, datetime and xml.etree.ElementTree. These library utilities were

necessary for processing management, ZIP file information extraction, timestamp

information extraction and information extraction from XML files.

For developers’ information and package name extraction, we used Linux com-

mand “keytool” including necessary parameters; the full command is “keytool -list
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-printcert -jarfile” to extract the signatures of the apps. The output of that command

is a text file including contents of signatures. Each app has a file including informa-

tion about the developer, and the Linux command we used extracts the contents of

that file.

After we extracted signatures, we applied methods from normal Python text informa-

tion extraction libraries in order to extract necessary information from the signature

content and create necessary features.

On top of the package name and developer reputation sub-system introduced in the

previous chapter, we have one more reputation sub-system based on elements in An-

droidManifest files. In order to parse AndroidManifest files and create reputations,

we used APKParser.jar to extract the AndroidManifest.xml files from the apps. We

ran the command from a Linux terminal and then used our Python AndroidMani-

fest parser to extract the elements from the XML file. The “xml.etree.ElementTree”

library in Python provided an efficient approach for XML information parsing. The

reputation calculation was done at the same time as the process for calculating the

reputation of the signature and package names; we calculated the benign ratio of

each element and stored them into the system.

When we were extracting and processing the features, we also used Python parsers

(for timestamp and size features extraction) with “zipfile” and “datetime” libraries.

With the help of the Python “zipfile” library, we extracted the time and size infor-

mation from Android apps.

For tools detection, we applied the Linux zipinfo command and a Python text infor-

mation parser for analyzing the information from the output of the zipinfo command.

Linux zipinfo command outputs structures of the apps and our Python parser is just

a text parser used for parsing basic text contents. When we tried to detect patterns

for different tools, we found some interesting points. In the apps made by different

tools, the structures were different.
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If the developer decided to use keytools to sign his APKs, the structure is as shown

in Figure 6.1; the red boxes content in the Figure indicates the unique patterns for

apps signed using keytool.

Figure 6.1: Structure for apps signed by keytool

If the developer decided to use Jarsigner to sign his APKs, the structure of the apps

can be depicted as seen in Figure 6.2. The red boxes include the unique pattern for

apps signed with jarsigner.

The structures of apps signed by different tools are included in Appendix B.

In our research, we experimented with J48, Random Forest, SVM and NaiveBayes

algorithms. For features selection, we applied the information gain algorithm. All of

our features are meta-data and our main goal was to find out if meta-data features are

helpful for triaging. In our experiment, we applied the information gain algorithm

to help us with feature selection. “Information gain is the expected reduction in

entropy caused by partitioning the examples according to a given attribute” [28]. In

our work, we use Shannon’s entropy calculation.
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Figure 6.2: Structure for apps signed by jarsigner

For instance, dataset S includes a number of attributes. When an attribute A splits

the set S into subsets Si, we compute the average entropy and then we compare the

sum to the entropy of the original set S. For example we have n different classes,

and the entropy is calculated using the following formula. (pi is the proportion of

examples in S belonging to i-th class)

−p1 log p1 − p2 log p2...− pn log pn = −
n∑

i=1

pi log pi (6.1)

In order to compute the average information we need the formula:

I(S,A) =
n∑
i

|Si|
|S|

E(Si) (6.2)

So information gain for each attribute A is calculated with this formula:

Gain(S,A) = E(S)− I(S,A) = E(S)−
n∑
i

|Si|
|S|

E(Si) (6.3)

With the information gain algorithm, we are able to get a list of attributes with their
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entropy identifying which ones are more suitable for classification. (The equations

are referenced in [27]) For our work, we wanted to find out the exact number of

features that could provide the best accuracy but based on the large number of

features included in our framework(380 totally), we decided to try different blocks

of the features in our work. For example, based on the information gain algorithm,

each attribute was calculated and the algorithm would generate a score and we tried

different thresholds to separate the features into feature blocks (each block includes

similar a number of features). After that we tried to use blocks of features in our

work instead of selecting and removing features one by one. For each different feature

group, the number of features is different and the scores of features calculated from

information gain are also different, so we included different thresholds for features

from each feature group.

We used J48 decision tree for classification. “A decision tree is a decision support

system that includes a tree graph helping researchers make decisions. Decision trees

are the most powerful approaches in knowledge discovery and data mining” [19].

They are flexible and work with classification problems. In our work, we only needed

to provide our data to the algorithm and it would build a classifier based on our data,

which was convenient for our work. We also experimented with SVM, Random Forest

and NaiveBayes machine learning algorithms.

SVM (Support Vector Machines) is one of the machine learning algorithms we want to

include in our work. The algorithm is based on creating hyper planes for classifying

data. “A decision plane is one that is separate between a set of objects having

different class memberships” [13]. SVM includes binary classifications. SVM aims to

find boundaries between outputs and figures out the most optimal way to separate

users’ data. The goal of our framework is triaging, so we decided to include this

as one of the approaches for our experiment. SVM provides high accuracy and it

is also an algorithm that is robust for over-fitting, but the disadvantage of SVM is
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also obvious: it is also memory intensive, hard to interpret and expensive in terms

of time consumption.

Another algorithm we wanted to include in my experiment is Random Forest. A

Random Forest consists of an arbitrary number of simple decision trees; the ensemble

of simple trees vote for the most popular class. Random Forests are combinations of

tree predictors and a random number of values are included in each random vector.

The main idea for this algorithm is to combine those “weak learners” to construct a

“strong learner”. Single decision trees often have some disadvantages such as high

bias, and random forests are aiming to reduce the effects of those disadvantages. The

benefits of random forests are various: they provide high accuracy and run efficiently

for large amounts of data. In our framework, we include a large number of apps and

more than 300 features, and based on the advantages of Random Forest algorithm

we decided to include this algorithm for the classification work.

Another machine learning algorithm we used for classifying my dataset is NaiveBayes.

“The Naive Bayes Classifier technique is based on the so-called Bayesian theorem

and is particularly suited when the dimensionality of the inputs is high. Despite

its simplicity, Naive Bayes can often outperform more sophisticated classification

methods” [8]. We chose Naive Bayes because of its excellent performance. It is

extremely fast compared to other algorithms; based on the performance aspect it

is an outstanding option. In Naive bayes, the algorithm assumes each feature is

independent from each other but its main disadvantage is that is cannot figure out

the interactions between features. This property of the algorithm seems not suitable

for our work because some of the features used in our framework were calculated

based on other features so there are many connections between different features but

still, based on its lower time and resource consumption, we decided to include this.

In our experiment, our main focus was to extract and test our meta-data features to

determine whether they can be used for malware triaging; meanwhile we used some
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already existing machine learning algorithms and tools to run the experiment; our

focus was not on the design of new classification algorithms.

6.2 Experiment setup

The experiments to evaluate our system are carried out on an Intel Core i7-4790

CPU @ 3.60GHz machine with 15.6 GB RAM. The classifiers are evaluated with

a 10-fold cross-validation. In a 10-fold cross-validation, the dataset is split into 10

subsets and the work iterates 10 times. For each iteration, one subset is a test set

and all the rest are used for training. For this approach each instance is included at

least once in the test set and nine times in the training sets.

For some feature processing, we applied statistical analysis. Among all features, we

included intervals as parameters used for timestamp features and reputation feature

processing. In this section, we give our explanation of the parameters design and

value selection.

During processing the raw features, we applied statistical analysis. We analyzed

the features based on different time intervals (see Table A.2). The settings of our

intervals were based on our previous estimates; at the beginning, we had a list of

time intervals: 1day indicates the number of files created just in 1 day before the

app uploaded to market, 7days indicates the number of files created in a week before

the app upload and similarly 1month, 3month. We tried different time intervals

in preliminary experiments and we noticed these intervals gave us the best accuracy.

From some apps we had before, we determined the timestamp of the files in each

app have various timestamps; some of them may have been created a long time ago

compared to the app creation time and some files have the same timestamp as the

app creation time. We simply assumed those time intervals as thresholds. After

that, we did some related work and we found out our time intervals are not suitable
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for detecting the apps because they are not typical. For different app tools, there are

slightly different time gaps between each files, for example, some can be 2 minutes

or longer but still less than 1 hour. So we thought our beginning assumption was

infeasible. We modified our time intervals from the original ones to the new ones,

including 2mins indicating the number of files created just 2 minutes before the app

was made, 2hours standing for the number of files created in 2 hours before the app

was made; similarly we have other time intervals including 1 day, 1 month and

longer.

When we tried to extract features related with the reputations, we applied the same

work as we did for the timestamp raw features: we set thresholds and calculated

the contents located at each reputation interval. We set 5 intervals; we call them

reputation intervals, they are here to represent the reputations. At the beginning,

we decided to use 0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8 and 1; these numbers stand for the reputations

of each element in the reputation system. We did not split them into more intervals

because we needed to consider the time consuming aspect of our experiment. And

after that, we tried to use different reputation intervals and we figured out a better

interval(1, 0.1, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1) which provided higher accuracy. These intervals

provided the best accuracy in our experiment. As for the features extracted from

AndroidManifest file in Table A.6, we mainly considered the accuracy of the results

before we set the values for our statistical work.

6.3 Experiment results

To evaluate the performance of our approach, we conducted several experiments

focusing on the following objectives:

• meta-data features assessment. In this experiment, we aimed to assess individ-

ual groups of features and select the most suitable one for accurately classifying
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apps.

• Analysis of combination of features. With the combination of meta-data fea-

tures, we aim to select the best combinations based on all groups and assess

the result.

• Performance analysis. When implementing the framework, we tried different

approaches and we aim to analyze the performance between the approaches

and select the most efficient one.

6.3.1 Assessment of feature group individually

There are some meta-data features who can be efficiently used for malware triage

because they provide inspiring accuracy; meanwhile some features showed their po-

tential for other Android analysis but not malware triage. The classification accuracy

in experiments was evaluated using traditional evaluation metrics: TPR (true posi-

tive rate) and FPR (false positive rate).

Size based feature group

The tool we included in our experiment for fulfilling these works was Weka 3.6.10.

Table 6.1 gives classification results for size-based features using different machine

learning algorithms. We noticed SVM and Naive Bayes are not suitable for our

classification, not only because they provide low accuracy but also the time overhead

of SVM is unavoidable, it took 8 hours 16 minutes and 55.2 seconds to finish the

classification compared to 2min 15 seconds for Decision Tree, 2min 3 seconds for

RandomForest and 47.6 seconds for Naive Bayes. With the purpose of trying to

triage more malicious apps from the dataset and with less overhead, we chose J48

(Decision Tree) for the rest of our experiment.

There are in total 45 size features and after we applied the information gain attribute
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Algorithm Class TP rate FP rate

J48
benign 0.947 0.512
malicious 0.488 0.053

Random Forest
benign 0.98 0.567
malicious 0.433 0.02

SVM
benign 0.996 0.975
malicious 0.025 0.004

NaiveBayes
benign 0.926 0.906
malicious 0.094 0.074

Table 6.1: Size based features classification based on different machine learning
algorithms

Figure 6.3: Classification based on selected size features

selection algorithm and we selected different numbers of the top features and checked

their classification performance. From Figure 6.3, we got the highest malicious apps

TP rate with all 45 features included for machine learning algorithm and 48.8% of

the malicious apps were correctly classified. With the decreasing number of features

selected, fewer and fewer malicious apps were correctly classified but more and more

benign apps were classified correctly. At this point, we focused on filtering out

as many malicious apps as possible so from the detailed table, at most 48.8% of

malicious apps can be correctly filtered out.

As a meta-data feature, size provides promising results. With only size features, at
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most 48.8% of the malicious APKs are correctly classified. Even though the accuracy

is low, it provides the potential of the features; size can be used as a feature, and

based on size features only, we were able to classify almost half of the malicious ones

which is encouraging.

Timestamp based feature group

In total we did an extraction of 148 timestamp based features. From Figure 6.4 we

concluded that the classification result does not change much based on the number

of features. Classification based on 81 timestamp features provided slightly better

results compared to the others. With timestamp features only, we were able to cor-

rectly label 30% of malicious apps. Timestamp-based features alone are not efficient

for malware triage; however due to low FPR for malware apps they can be used for

assistance in other analysis of malicious apps.

Figure 6.4: Classification based on selected timestamp features

Third party library & AndroidManifest file analysis

We included features extracted from AndroidManifest files, including the analysis

for reputation of the element.

In this feature group, we collected 199 features based on the elements from Android-
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Manifest files combined with their reputation value. The classification results did

not vary much with the number of features (see Figure 6.5); however the highest

classification (93.63%) is based on 174 features.

Figure 6.5: Classification based on selected features from AndroidManifest file

From the result, we noticed that features extracted from AndroidManifest file com-

bined with reputation provides a positive result. The reputation system played an

important role in our work. This is an encouraging finding, reputation represents

a lot of information and assistance in malware triaging. Meanwhile, features ex-

tracted from AndroidManifest file always have relations to Android app content so

this feature includes more information compared to other features such as size or

timestamp. The design of the reputation system is the most important framework

in our design. As it was proved, meta-data features can be used efficiently for mal-

ware triaging, 77.8% of malware were correctly classified; this is a great progress in

malware triaging using meta-data features.

There are multiple analysis’ using permissions. We use our reputation system for per-

mission features and according to permission-based features extracted in our work,

we have triaging results in Table 6.2. We noticed using only permission-based fea-

tures It is not able to classify malware efficiently so we added other materials to our
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framework.

Class label TPR FPR
Benign 95% 41.5%
Malicious 58.5% 5%
Overall 88.73% 11.27%

Table 6.2: Triaging with only permission-based features

Developer & package name reputations-based features classification

In our work, we not only included reputation for elements from AndroidManifest files

but also for authors and package names. In these features, we only have 9 features so

we did not apply any feature selection techniques. The result of classification based

on authors and package names are in Table 6.3.

All of the features in this feature group are reputation based features but for au-

thors and package names. As a meta-data feature group, they are encouraging for

classification although far from adequate. Almost half of the malicious apps can

be classified correctly and these features should be combined with others for future

analysis.

Tool-based features

The last feature group is related with the tool used for apps combined with signature

information analysis. There are only 4 features in this feature group (see Figure 6.4)

so we did not apply any feature selection works.

The results from this are disappointing but expected. Table 6.5 shows a detailed

result of classification for different types of tools.

Our analysis based on tools detection is not complete because of the limitation of the

number of apps from different tools. Currently, we can only detect the apps developed

by current editions of the following tools: Adobe Air, Keytool, JarSigner, Dot42,

Eclipse and Android Studio. There are still some other tools such as AppInventor,

etc. We found out the structure (we use of zipinfo command in Linux to extract

the structure of an app) for some apps have patterns, such as the certification files
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Number of
features

Class TP rate FP rate

9 benign 0.974 0.51
9 malicious 0.49 0.026

Table 6.3: Detailed classification based on reputation features

Number of
features

Class TP rate FP rate

4 benign 0.997 0.977
4 malicious 0.023 0.003

Table 6.4: Detailed classification based on tools features

located at the beginning and at the bottom in the output files from the zipinfo

command, so we assume they are from other tools however we are yet to detect

them. As a result in Table 6.5, it shows the apps signed by Keytool or Jarsigner are

much more likely to be benign than those signed with other tools. We assume this is

because of the apps repackaging. Usually, when attackers decompile apps and sign

their author information; they choose these two ways. However, further analysis is

required here. At the same time, we provide some assistance for future work based

on Android tools detection rather than triage.

6.3.2 Classification based on combination of features

Finally, we combined all 380 features from all different feature groups. Our classi-

fication results are based on the features selected by information gain. The results

are shown in Figure 6.6.

With the combination of all features we achieved optimistic classification results: 80%

malicious apps and 97% benign apps were correctly classified. The best classification

result is based on 300 out of the total 380 features. However, with 122 features, we use

much less time overhead compared to using more features. As Figure 6.6 shows the

decrement of feature numbers does not have a huge effect on classification accuracy.

As a conclusion, we can claim meta-data features are able to assist with malware
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Tool name Number
of benign
apps

Number of
malicious
apps

Number of
total apps

Benign ra-
tio

Adobe air 1188 65 1253 94.89%
Keytool 5314 1879 7193 73.88%
BottomCerts 9 0 9 100%
Dot42 79 7 86 91.86%
Eclipse/Android
Studio

6509 747 7256 89.71%

JarSigner 1459 688 2147 67.96%
Someware 17869 3244 21113 84.64%
TopCerts 413 206 619 66.72%
Total 32840 6836 39676 82.78%

Table 6.5: Benign ratio of apps made by different tools

Figure 6.6: Classification based on selected combination features

triage. Simply based on meta-data features without any information extraction

from byte/source code, without any other meta-data from Android markets, we

have the ability to get an accuracy of 80% TP rate of malware and 97% TP rate of

benign apps which is encouraging. From our work, we provided a reputation system

containing reputation values for different elements from files and this reputation

provided lightweight features but impressive accuracy. Our experiment includes apps

from different markets from across the entire globe with apps collected from different

years so our work can represent todays Android app environment. Again, all of the
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features in our work have no relation to byte/source code, so the whole system is

obfuscation resistant. For the tool detection section, we did not get prospective

accuracy but based on our work, we provided helpful meta-data features for tools

detection and we also provided a likely distribution of malware based on different

tools from our work which is helpful for future research.

6.3.3 Chain classification

Besides all the classification work we did above, we also used chain classification in

order to triage malware step by step using different meta-data features. In each step,

we applied different meta-data features to triage malware by labelling them benign

or malicious; we filtered out the ones labelled as malicious and passed the rest to the

next step. Based on our results, we got the highest classification accuracy using the

features extracted from AndroidManifest files so we used it for the first step. After

the first step we used size features because it is the second most efficient feature

group, but based on our preliminary work we did not triage many apps using size

features after using AndroidManifest features in the first step. Therefore we tried

two different models: keeping chain classification using different feature groups (see

Figure 6.7) and combining all the rest of the features as one for the second step (see

Figure 6.8).

Figure 6.7: Chain classification model 1

Based on the concern of time/resource overhead, we used 39475 apps from our ex-
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Figure 6.8: Chain classification model 2

periment dataset. For the first model, the number of triaging apps from each step

are shown in Table 6.6.

Step num-
ber

Features in-
cluded

Malicious
apps triaged
at each step
(correctly
classified)

Benign apps
triaged (mis-
classification)

Number of
apps triaged
at each step

1 Android Man-
ifest files ele-
ments

5932 282 6214

2 Size features 124 9 133
3 Package & sig-

nature features
42 18 60

4 Tool features 5 0 5
5 Timestamp fea-

tures
0 0 0

Sum All 6103 309 6412

Table 6.6: Triaging details

After our chain classification, we finally triaged 6412 apps that contained 309 benign

apps (misclassified) and 6412 malicious apps.

For the second model, details of triaging using chain classification step by step is

shown in the following list:

• All 39475 apps are inserted into the first step which used AndroidManifest

meta-data features for triaging. In the 39475 apps, 32674 are benign and 6801

are malicious.

• In step 1, 6224 apps were labelled as malicious. Among them, 282 benign apps

were misclassified and 5942 malicious apps were correctly labelled. We labelled
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6224 apps as malicious; after filtering them out we then passed the rest on to

the next classifier.

• In the second step we combined all of the remaining meta-data features. Be-

cause each separate feature is too weak to classify malware, we combined them

together as a single strong one. After doing this, 212 apps were labelled as

malicious. Among them 14 benign apps were misclassified and 198 malicious

apps were correctly classified.

• The chain classification contains only two steps; after that, 6436 apps were

triaged and 33039 apps were left and labelled as benign. According to the final

classification, 32378 are benign and 661 are malicious.

6.3.4 Experiments with Drebin dataset

In order to test the robustness of our framework, we tried to triage malware from

Drebin dataset using our approaches. Drebin dataset is a benchmark dataset which

includes malware samples from different malicious families. The dataset is used by a

large number of studies [6]. Until recently it was seen as a benchmark dataset in the

security community. Based on our analysis of the samples included in the dataset,

there are also some drawbacks for this dataset:

• The dataset includes outdated malware: This dataset is a widely used dataset

because it includes malware for various malware families but it is not suitable

for current malware classification. The dataset was created several years ago

with some formerly malware samples that no longer exist on today’s markets.

Based on our research, a large number of apps from markets now are adware

but many samples from Drebin dataset belong to adware families.

• The samples in Drebin dataset are manually selected: In order to create a

dataset that includes apps from malware families for analysis, it is necessary to
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include a proper number of apps from each family but the number of malicious

apps from families in online app stores are different. If a dataset is created with

manually selected apps then this dataset is not the best option for representing

real life app stores.

• All apps in Drebin dataset are malware: It is a dataset including only mali-

cious apps so there is no comparison between the malicious apps from each

different family and benign apps. Thus this dataset is not suitable for binary

classification because there is no information that can be extracted for benign

apps.

Using our framework, we finally triaged 77% of the malware from Drebin dataset

using the combination of our meta-data features. The result is close to the exper-

iment based on our own dataset; we got 80% malware triaged from our dataset so

the framework we established is robust for over-fitting.

6.3.5 Comparison with another static analysis tool

Most of the studies for Android malware classification use static analysis; in order

to compare the time/resource overhead and accuracy of our framework with those

of some static tools, we use AndroWarn to scan the apps in our dataset.

Androwarn [4] is a static tool for Android application code analysis. The detection is

based on the Dalvik bytecode of Android applications and after scanning there will

be a report sent back to the users. We compared the performance of our framework

and Androwarn along the following points:

• Robustness: More than 20% of the apps in our dataset have errors when run-

ning Androwarn tool and there are no proper approaches for exceptions catches

in the tool. For static analysis, there is always a high risk of failure for us-

ing reverse engineering techniques to extract the source code. So there must
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be some measures to deal with the errors when using static analysis tools for

Android applications.

• Time overhead: It took more than 5 days to finish scanning all apps (39475

apps) in our experiment using Androwarn. But Androwarn only provides scan-

ning reports instead of binary classification results, so we created some features

(40 features totally) extracted from the report to help us classifying the dataset.

With our features parser, it takes 37.7 seconds to parse 6417 apps. We did not

parse the result from all reports because of the time usage.

• Results based on the features: With the features extracted from 6417 apps

(399 malware, 6018 benign apps), we were able to triage 53% of the malware.

From the results, we noticed the time overhead with Androwarn is much higher than

using our framework and there is a high risk of failure using this tool. Using this

tool, only scanning reports are sent back to users instead of binary classification

results; then there would be more work for the users to extract useful information

from their reports and this is also difficult. We did not get promising accuracy with

the features we manually extracted.

There are many analysis tools [3]; we tried to work with some other approaches.

For most of the tools, users need to spend plenty of time on the configuration work

and use proper settings in order to run tools without issues. For most of the static

analysis tools, a high risk of failure always exists and they are expensive in terms of

time and resource overhead. Complex settings should be set before running the static

or dynamic tools, errors and exceptions should be dealt with properly and another

disadvantage for binary classificaton is that they only provide scanning reports and

leave the judgement to the researchers.
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6.3.6 Performance analysis

In our experiment, we created a framework with manually created tools and scripts

to extract features. Based on the materials we included in our framework the perfor-

mance can be judged in two ways: “robustness” that measures whether our frame-

work can deal with all exceptions a user my confront and “time/resource consuming”

that represents the overhead.

Robustness

All of our feature parsers are able to deal with exceptions during processing time.

There are exceptions from our parsers when we tried to extract features, mainly be-

cause of the structures of the apps. Using special tools to package or repackage apps,

applied with some obfuscation or protection techniques may cause app structure that

is complex and impossible for extracting data. Our measure is to add default values

to those features. Essentially, our framework will not crash once you start to process.

Time/resource overhead

Our framework was built using experimental setup given in Section 6.2. For an APK

with a size of 101.0 MB, processing time of different feature parsers in our framework

are shown in the following list:

• Size parser: 0.069 seconds

• Timestamp parser: 0.067 seconds

• AndroidManifest file data parsing: 0.42 seconds

• Package name reputation parsing: 1.53 seconds

• Developer reputation parsing: 0.033 seconds

• Tool features parser: 0.043 seconds

The overhead time listed above are based on each different feature-based parser.

Currently we are trying to apply multi-threading techniques to our parsers in order
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to reduce the processing time. However, some parsers for extracting different features

can possibly be merged together such as a timestamp and size features parser.

In order to test the performance, we include 39710 instances with all 381 meta-data

combined features for a J48 machine learning algorithm. 16 minutes and 50 seconds

are used for classification, if we applied feature selection algorithms to our work,

consuming time will be decreased because of the decrement of feature number (see

Table 6.7).

Number of features Time overhead
380 1010 seconds
350 875.5 seconds
300 841.3 seconds
257 547.6 seconds
199 521 seconds
122 234.1 seconds

Table 6.7: Time overhead with number of features included
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Chapter 7

Discussion

In our work, we use pure meta-data feature groups for Android malware triaging.

Each feature group contains a list of meta-data features extracted directly from

the apps in our manually built dataset. With all meta-data features included for

triaging, our approach was able to achieve 80% detection rate with only a 3% false

classification rate. We finished lightweight classifying large amounts of unknown

apps and used less time.

We got our best classification result with 80% TPR on malicious apps based on 300

meta-data features out of 381 in total. However, from those selected 122 features,

the distribution of features from a different feature group is shown in Table 7.1.

Name of feature group Number of fea-
tures selected

total number of
features

Size 18 45
Timestamp 0 148
AndroidManifest file ele-
ments

102 174

Package name & certificates
reputation

1 9

Tool 1 4

Table 7.1: Detailed classification based on tools features

From Table 7.1 we noticed that features extracted from AndroidManifest files have
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reputations with the biggest portion. In that feature group, elements from Android-

Manifest files are used to create features. The reputation system based on elements

from AndroidManifest files provides reliable support on malware triaging compared

to other types of features. In the 122 features, there is no timestamp-based features

involved, they are not practical for malware triaging. 18 out of 45 size-based features

are selected in the 122 combinations group compared with other features, they are

able to provide assistance on malware triaging. All 122 features are processed with

count or statistical methods and they are able to have a 80% TPR and only 3% FPR

for malicious apps classification. The selected 122 features are marked in the tables

in Appendix based on their different feature group.

In related work, we introduced some researches using only permission-based features

for malware analysis. Even though the majority of studies in this field claim the

high accuracy of analysis is based on permission analysis only, we were only able

to achieve 58.5% malware correctly classified in our experiment, using permissions-

based features only. It was not able to get excellent accuracy in our framework.

We provide explainable detection, package names & certification-based features, size-

based features and features based on AndroidManifest file elements these are practi-

cal for triaging malicious apps. Some other features such as timestamp-based features

could be used for triaging malicious apps as well but the performance is not as good

as others. However, none of the features are efficient for benign apps triaging. Gen-

erally, there is only a small portion of the apps in one market that are malicious

and based on this situation, apps are too easily labelled as benign and most of the

malicious apps are misclassified. There is also the limitation of using solely meta-

data features, employing meta-data features is only practical to triage a portion of

malicious apps but is not practical for triaging benign apps.

Complementing our work with static and dynamic techniques would provide better

result. Our work can be used as a pre-filter before researchers apply any static and
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dynamic approaches. There will be less time overhead in triaging combined with

using a meta-data approach.

From the two different chain classification models we can also triage a large number

of malicious apps with low benign apps misclassified. If we use the first model, we

can triage 6103 out of 6801 malicious apps (89.7%) and 309 out of 32674 benign apps

(1%) are misclassified. If we use the second model, we are able to classify 6140 out

of 6801 malicious apps (90.3%) and 296 out of 32674 benign apps are misclassified

(1%). Using chain classification, we can also triage malware efficiently.

Several other points we need to discuss:

• For our features, we used different techniques to process the raw features,

but mainly we split them into different intervals. For timestamp features, we

processed them based on time intervals and for size features, we processed

them based on their types, there could have been more approaches to feature

processing which may create better classification results.

• Tools detection features are included in our work. We built a lightweight

approach to analyze the tool in order to detect the usage of several development

tools. Although the pattern is not robust yet, the pattern researchers can do

much more/deeper research in the future.

• Our result however is more realistic as it is based on a diverse and recent

dataset collected from 8 markets across the globe. It also has the largest set

used for this type of analysis so far.

• The reputation framework provides the best result; as meta-data features, they

showed a good potential for malware triaging. We found that the larger dataset

we have and the more reputation information we have, the better classification

result we will get. So if this framework is applied to the Android app stores,
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people should have a large app dataset for creating the reputations and this

provides great help.

• With the help of Linux command “zipinfo” we extracted the structures of

apps and we temporarily used them for tools detection. We also noticed that

timestamps of the files in the structures could help tools detection which we

did not pursue, but it could be used for a potential investigation.

• We crawled and built our dataset in August 2015 from 8 different app stores

around the world. Our dataset is the most representative one, it includes apps

from developers worldwide. We offer this data to a research community in

hopes of improving analysis in this field.

• The framework we built is based on meta-data with the purpose of triaging.

This analysis can be further complemented with static and dynamic techniques.
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Chapter 8

Conclusion and Future work

8.1 Conclusion

In this work, we presented an approach showing that meta-data features extracted

from apps can be used to assist with malware triaging. The framework of meta-

data features extraction and the approaches to processing the features are the most

important contributions.

The reputation mechanism in our work provides a significant help in malware triag-

ing. This meta-data system provides great opportunities for researchers to have

a much better straightforward approach to detecting apps without analyzing the

contents.

Besides our main contribution to developing the reputation framework we also have

some other important findings. We have demonstrated that size features provide

inspiring results; less than close to 50% of malicious apps can be detected, which

proved our hypothesis. At the beginning, we were motivated to use size features

based on the assumption that “size similar apps would have more content shares”.

In our work, during meta-data features collection we also made some other findings.

We found an imperfect approach for detecting the tools used for different apps.
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Besides, we also found that in using meta-data features we may have the ability to

detect some specific malware; for example, some adwares exhibit some consistent

patterns.

As a conclusion, meta-data features can be used to assist malware triaging, although

the output is not perfect compared to static or dynamic analysis, the parser for

meta-data features extractions is much easier to implement and there is much less

installation on third party tools. Also, meta-data features have great potential on

different Android analysis aspects.

8.2 Future work

Although we have proved our hypothesis we have found many areas in which our

research can be extended as summarized below:

• Researchers can also include meta-data features derived from external sources

for example, features from app stores such as download numbers, categories,

comments and review numbers for malware triaging. These features are pre-

cious resources and can also be used in analysis.

• One of the most important materials in our work is the reputation system

establishment. Reputation is calculated based on a large number of apps. Our

dataset is the largest that currently exists in research. Further analysis is

needed for deciding if the dataset is large enough for building a reputation

repository.
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Appendix A

Tables in feature chapter

A.1 Size features section

Table A.1: Table of size feature group

Feature name Description

sizeOfZIPPNG The total size of compressed image files in an APK.

For example the files with suffix: ”.png”, ”.jpg” etc are

treated as image files.

sizeOfPNG The total size of uncompressed image files in APK.

sizeOfZIPXML The total size of compressed XML files that includes

layout files and any resource files who have suffix ”.xml”

in APK.

sizeOfXML The total size of uncompressed XML files in APK.

sizeOfZIPDEX The size of compressed dex file in APK.

sizeOfDEX The size of uncompressed dex file in APK.

sizeOfZIPZIP The total size of compressed zip files that have suffix

”.zip” in APK.
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sizeOfZIP The total size of uncompressed zip files that have suffix

”.zip” in APK.

sizeOfZIPAPK The total size of compressed apk files that have suffix

”.apk”(it is not commonly seen) in APK.

sizeOfAPK The total size of uncompressed apk files that have suffix

”.apk” in APK.

sizeOfZIPARSC The size of compressed resources.arsc file in APK.

sizeOfARSC The size of uncompressed resources.arsc file, the resource

file in APK.

sizeOfZIPMF The size of compressed MANIFEST.MF file in APK.

sizeOfMF The size of uncompressed MANIFEST.MF file in APK.

sizeOfZIPRSA The size of compressed CERT.RSA files that are the

signature file in APK.

sizeOfRSA The size of uncompressed CERT.RSA files that are the

signature file in APK.

sizeOfZIPSF The size of compressed CERT.SF file in APK.

sizeOfSF The size of uncompressed CERT.SF file in APK.

sizeOfZIPother The size of other compressed files that do not belong to

any categories listed above.

sizeOfother The size of other uncompressed files that do not belong

to any categories listed above

totalZIPsize The size of an APK file.

totalsize The size of an uncompressed APK file.

perOfZIPPNG The ratio between the size of all the compressed image

files and the total APK size.
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perOfPNG The ratio between the size of all uncompressed image

files and the total size of the uncompressed APK.

perOfZIPXML The ratio between the size of all compressed XML files

and total size of the APK.

perOfXML The ratio between the size of all uncompressed XML

files and total size of the uncompressed APK.

perOfZIPDEX The ratio between the size of compressed dex files and

the total APK size.

perOfDEX The ratio between the size of dex file and total size of

the uncompressed APK.

perOfZIPZIP The ratio between the size of all compressed zip files that

have ”.zip” as the file suffix and the total APK size.

perOfZIP The ratio between the size of all uncompressed zip files

that have ”.zip” as the file suffix and total size of the

uncompressed APK.

perOfZIPAPK The ratio between the size of all compressed apk files

that have ”.apk” as the file suffix and the total APK

size.

perOfAPK The ratio between the size of all uncompressed apk files

that have ”.apk” as the file suffix and total size of the

uncompressed APK.

perOfZIPARSC The ratio between the size of compressed resources.arsc

file and the total APK size.

perOfARSC The ratio between the size of resources.arsc file and total

size of the uncompressed APK.
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perOfZIPother The ratio between the size of compressed files that is not

among the categories listed above and the total APK

size

perOfother The ratio between the size of uncompressed files that is

not among the categories listed above and the total size

of the uncompressed APK.

numOfZVersion The number of different zip versions used by the files in

each APK.

1ZVersion The version numbers which are used for most of the files.

2ZVersion The second most used version number of the files in the

APK.

perOf1ZVersion The percentage of the number of files with the most used

zip version to the sum of the number of files with the

most used zip version(1ZVerson) and the number of files

with the second most used zip version(2ZVersion)

RSAZVersion The zip version of the certification file - CERT.RSA

MFZVersion The zip version of MANIFEST.MF

SFZVersion The zip version of CERT.SF

A.2 Timestamp features section

Table A.2: Table of timestamp feature group part 1

Feature name Description

dexafterzip The number of dex files that are created after the apk

file
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dex2mins The number of dex files that are created in only 2 min-

utes before the APK file

dex2hours The number of dex files that are created between 2 min-

utes to 2 hours before the APK file

dex1day The number of dex files that are created between 2 hours

to 1 day before the creation time of the APK file

dex1month The number of dex files that are created between 1 day

to 1 month before the creation time of the APK file

dexlonger The number of dex files that are created earlier than 1

month compare to the creation time of the APK file

arscafterzip The number of arsc files that are created after the apk

file

arsc2mins The number of arsc files that are created in only 2 min-

utes before the APK file

arsc2hours The number of arsc files that are created between 2 min-

utes to 2 hours before the APK file

arsc1day The number of arsc files that are created between 2 hours

to 1 day before the creation time of the APK file

arsc1month The number of arsc files that are created between 1 day

to 1 month before the creation time of the APK file

arsclonger The number of arsc files that are created earlier than 1

month compare to the creation time of the APK file

MANIFEST MFafterzip The number of MANIFEST MF files that are created

after the apk file

MANIFEST MF2mins The number of MANIFEST MF files that are created in

only 2 minutes before the APK file
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MANIFEST MF2hours The number of MANIFEST MF files that are created

between 2 minutes to 2 hours before the APK file

MANIFEST MF1day The number of MANIFEST MF files that are created

between 2 hours to 1 day before the creation time of the

APK file

MANIFEST MF1month The number of MANIFEST MF files that are created

between 1 day to 1 month before the creation time of

the APK file

MANIFEST MFlonger The number of MANIFEST MF files that are created

earlier than 1 month compare to the creation time of

the APK file

CERT RSAafterzip The number of CERT RSA files that are created after

the apk file

CERT RSA2mins The number of CERT RSA files that are created in only

2 minutes before the APK file

CERT RSA2hours The number of CERT RSA files that are created be-

tween 2 minutes to 2 hours before the APK file

CERT RSA1day The number of CERT RSA files that are created be-

tween 2 hours to 1 day before the creation time of the

APK file

CERT RSA1month The number of CERT RSA files that are created be-

tween 1 day to 1 month before the creation time of the

APK file

CERT RSAlonger The number of CERT RSA files that are created earlier

than 1 month compare to the creation time of the APK

file
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CERT SFAafterzip The number of CERT SF files that are created after the

apk file

CERT SF2mins The number of CERT SF files that are created in only

2 minutes before the APK file

CERT SF2hours The number of CERT SF files that are created between

2 minutes to 2 hours before the APK file

CERT SF1day The number of CERT SF files that are created between

2 hours to 1 day before the creation time of the APK

file

CERT SF1month The number of CERT SF files that are created between

1 day to 1 month before the creation time of the APK

file

CERT SFlonger The number of CERT SF files that are created earlier

than 1 month compare to the creation time of the APK

file

androManifestAafterzip The number of androManifest files that are created after

the apk file

androManifest2mins The number of androManifest files that are created in

only 2 minutes before the APK file

androManifest2hours The number of androManifest files that are created be-

tween 2 minutes to 2 hours before the APK file

androManifest1day The number of androManifest files that are created be-

tween 2 hours to 1 day before the creation time of the

APK file
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androManifest1month The number of androManifest files that are created be-

tween 1 day to 1 month before the creation time of the

APK file

androManifestlonger The number of androManifest files that are created ear-

lier than 1 month compare to the creation time of the

APK file

assetsafterzip The number of files in the assets folder that are created

after the apk file

assets2mins The number of files in the assets folder that are created

in only 2 minutes before the APK file

assets2hours The number of files in the assets folder that are created

between 2 minutes to 2 hours before the APK file

assets1day The number of files in the assets folder that are created

between 2 hours to 1 day before the creation time of the

APK file

assets1month The number of files in the assets folder that are created

between 1 day to 1 month before the creation time of

the APK file

assetslonger The number of files in the assets folder that are created

earlier than 1 month compare to the creation time of the

APK file

libafterzip The number of files in the lib folder that are created

after the apk file

lib2mins The number of files in the lib folder that are created in

only 2 minutes before the APK file
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lib2hours The number of files in the lib folder that are created

between 2 minutes to 2 hours before the APK file

lib1day The number of files in the lib folder that are created

between 2 hours to 1 day before the creation time of the

APK file

lib1month The number of files in the lib folder that are created

between 1 day to 1 month before the creation time of

the APK file

liblonger The number of files in the lib folder that are created

earlier than 1 month compare to the creation time of

the APK file

resafterzip The number of files in the res folder that are created

after the apk file

res2mins The number of files in the res folder that are created in

only 2 minutes before the APK file

res2hours The number of files in the res folder that are created

between 2 minutes to 2 hours before the APK file

res1day The number of files in the res folder that are created

between 2 hours to 1 day before the creation time of the

APK file

res1month The number of files in the res folder that are created

between 1 day to 1 month before the creation time of

the APK file

reslonger The number of files in the res folder that are created

earlier than 1 month compare to the creation time of

the APK file
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otherafterzip The number of files do not belong to any necessary fold-

ers that are created after the apk file

other2mins The number of files do not belong to any necessary fold-

ers that are created in only 2 minutes before the APK

file

other2hours The number of files do not belong to any necessary fold-

ers that are created between 2 minutes to 2 hours before

the APK file

other1day The number of files do not belong to any necessary fold-

ers that are created between 2 hours to 1 day before the

creation time of the APK file

other1month The number of files do not belong to any necessary fold-

ers that are created between 1 day to 1 month before

the creation time of the APK file

otherlonger The number of files do not belong to any necessary fold-

ers that are created earlier than 1 month compare to the

creation time of the APK file

fileafterzip The number of files in APK no matter what types of

files they belong to that are created after the apk file

file2mins The number of files in APK no matter what types of

files they belong to that are created in only 2 minutes

before the APK file

file2hours The number of files in APK no matter what types of

files they belong to that are created between 2 minutes

to 2 hours before the APK file
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file1day The number of files in APK no matter what types of

files they belong to that are created between 2 hours to

1 day before the creation time of the APK file

file1month The number of files in APK no matter what types of

files they belong to that are created between 1 day to 1

month before the creation time of the APK file

filelonger The number of files in APK no matter what types of

files they belong to that are created earlier than 1 month

compare to the creation time of the APK file

diffassetsfile The number of different timestamps of the files in the

assets folder

totalassetsfile The total number of files in the assets folder

diffresfile The number of different timestamps of the files in the

res folder

totalresfile The total number of files in the res folder

difflibfile The number of different timestamps of the files in the

lib folder

Table A.3: TSable of timestamp feature group part 2

Feature name Description

dexafterzip The number of dex files which is created after the apk

file

assetsafterzip

totalassetsfile

Ratio between the number of files in the assets folder

that have timestamps greater than APK creation time

to the total number of files in the assets folder
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assets2mins

totalassetsfile

Ratio between the number of files in the assets folder

which are created in only 2 minutes before the APK file

to the total number of files in the assets folder

assets2hours

totalassetsfile

Ratio between the number of files in the assets folder

that are created between 2 minutes to 2 hours before

the APK file to the total number of files in the assets

folder

assets1day

totalassetsfile

Ratio between the number of files in the assets folder

that are created between 2 hours to 1 day before the

creation time of the APK file to the total number of

files in the assets folder

assets1month

totalassetsfile

Ratio between the number of files in the assets folder

that are created between 1 day to 1 month before the

creation time of the APK file to the total number of files

in the assets folder

assetslonger

totalassetsfile

Ratio between the number of files in the assets folder

that are created earlier than 1 month compared to the

creation time of the APK file to the total number of files

in the assets folder

diffassetsfile

totalassetsfile

Ratio between the number of different timestamps of the

files in the assets folder to the total number of files in

the assets folder

libafterzip

totallibfile

Ratio between the number of files in the lib folder that

have timestamps greater than APK creation time to the

total number of files in the lib folder
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lib2mins

totallibfile

Ratio between the number of files in the lib folder that

are created in only 2 minutes before the APK file to the

total number of files in the lib folder

lib2hours

totallibfile

Ratio between the number of files in the lib folder that

are created between 2 minutes to 2 hours before the

APK file to the total number of files in the lib folder

lib1day

totallibfile

Ratio between the number of files in the lib folder that

are created between 2 hours to 1 day before the creation

time of the APK file to the total number of files in the

lib folder

lib1month

totallibfile

Ratio between the number of files in the lib folder that

are created between 1 day to 1 month before the creation

time of the APK file to the total number of files in the

lib folder

liblonger

totallibfile

Ratio between the number of files in the lib folder that

are created earlier than 1 month compare to the creation

time of the APK file to the total number of files in the

lib folder

difflibfile

totallibfile

Ratio between the number of different timestamps of the

files in the lib folder to the total number of files in the

lib folder

resafterzip

totalresfile

Ratio between the number of files in the res folder that

have timestamps greater than APK creation time to the

total number of files in the res folder
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res2mins

totalresfile

Ratio between the number of files in the res folder that

are created in only 2 minutes before the APK file to the

total number of files in the res folder

res2hours

totalresfile

Ratio between the number of files in the res folder that

are created between 2 minutes to 2 hours before the

APK file to the total number of files in the res folder

res1day

totalresfile

Ratio between the number of files in the res folder that

are created between 2 hours to 1 day before the creation

time of the APK file to the total number of files in the

res folder

res1month

totalresfile

Ratio between the number of files in the res folder that

are created between 1 day to 1 month before the creation

time of the APK file to the total number of files in the

res folder

reslonger

totalresfile

Ratio between the number of files in the res folder that

are created earlier than 1 month compared to the cre-

ation time of the APK file to the total number of files

in the res folder

diffresfile

totalresfile

Ratio between the number of different timestamps of the

files in the res folder to the total number of files in the

res folder

otherafterzip

totalotherfile

Ratio between the number of files that do not belong to

any necessary folders that are created after the apk file

to the total number of files who do not belong to any

necessary folders
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other2mins

totalotherfile

Ratio between the number of files that do not belong to

any necessary folders which are created in only 2 minutes

before the APK file to the total number of files that do

not belong to any necessary folders

other2hours

totalotherfile

Ratio between the number of files that do not belong to

any necessary folders that are created between 2 minutes

to 2 hours before the APK file to the total number of

files that do not belong to any necessary folders

other1day

totalotherfile

Ratio between the number of files that do not belong to

any necessary folders that are created between 2 hours

to 1 day before the creation time of the APK file to the

total number of files that do not belong to any necessary

folders

other1month

totalotherfile

Ratio between the number of files that do not belong to

any necessary folders that are created between 1 day to

1 month before the creation time of the APK file to the

total number of files that do not belong to any necessary

folders

otherlonger

totalotherfile

Ratio between the number of files that do not belong to

any necessary folders which are created earlier than 1

month compared to the creation time of the APK file to

the total number of files do not belong to any necessary

folders
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diffotherfile

totalotherfile

Ratio between the number of different timestamps of the

files that do not belong to any necessary folders to the

total number of files that do not belong to any necessary

folders

diffassetsafterzip

assetsafterzip

Ratio between the number of different timestamps of the

files created after APK in the assets folder to the total

number of files created after APK in the assets folder

diffassets2mins

assets2mins

Ratio between the number of different timestamps of the

files created 2 minutes before APK in the assets folder to

the number of files in the assets folder that are created

in only 2 minutes before the APK file

diffassets2hours

assets2hours

Ratio between the number of different timestamps of

the files created between 2 minutes with 2 hours before

APK in the assets folder to the number of files in the as-

sets folder that arecreated between 2 minutes to 2 hours

before the APK file

diffassets1day

assets1day

Ratio between the number of different timestamps of the

files created between 2 hours with 1 day before APK in

The assets folder to the number of files in the assets

folder that are created between 2 hours to 1 day before

the creation time of the APK file
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diffassets1month

assets1month

Ratio between the number of different timestamps of the

files created between 1 day with 1 month before APK

in The assets folder to the number of files in the assets

folder that are created between 1 day to 1 month before

the creation time of the APK file

diffassetslonger

assetslonger

Ratio between the number of different timestamps of

the files created more than 1 month before APK in the

assets folder to the number of files in the assets folder

which is created earlier than 1 month compare to the

creation time of the APK file

difflibafterzip

libafterzip

Ratio between the number of different timestamps of

the files created after APK in the lib folder to the total

number of files created after APK in the lib folder

difflib2mins

lib2mins

Ratio between the number of different timestamps of the

files created 2 minutes before APK in the lib folder to

the number of files in the lib folder that are created in

only 2 minutes before the APK file

difflib2hours

lib2hours

Ratio between the number of different timestamps of the

files created between 2 minutes with 2 hours before APK

in the lib folder to the number of files in the lib folder

that are created between 2 minutes to 2 hours before

the APK file
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difflib1day

lib1day

Ratio between the number of different timestamps of the

files created between 2 hours with 1 day before APK in

The lib folder to the number of files in the lib folder that

are created between 2 hours to 1 day before the creation

time of the APK file

difflib1month

lib1month

Ratio between the number of different timestamps of the

files created between 1 day with 1 month before APK

in the lib folder to the number of files in the lib folder

that are created between 1 day to 1 month before the

creation time of the APK file

diffliblonger

liblonger

Ratio between the number of different timestamps of the

files created more than 1 month before APK in the lib

folder to the number of files in the lib folder that are

created earlier than 1 month compare to the creation

time of the APK file

diffresafterzip

resafterzip

Ratio between the number of different timestamps of

the files created after APK in the res folder to the total

number of files created after APK in the res folder

diffres2mins

res2mins

Ratio between the number of different timestamps of the

files created 2 minutes before APK in the res folder to

the number of files in the res folder that are created in

only 2 minutes before the APK file
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diffres2hours

res2hours

Ratio between the number of different timestamps of the

files created between 2 minutes with 2 hours before APK

in the res folder to the number of files in the res folder

that are created between 2 minutes to 2 hours before

the APK file

diffres1day

res1day

Ratio between the number of different timestamps of the

files created between 2 hours with 1 day before APK in

The res folder to the number of files in the res folder

that are created between 2 hours to 1 day before the

creation time of the APK file

diffres1month

res1month

Ratio between the number of different timestamps of the

files created between 1 day with 1 month before APK

in the res folder to the number of files in the res folder

that are created between 1 day to 1 month before the

creation time of the APK file

diffreslonger

reslonger

Ratio between the number of different timestamps of the

files created more than 1 month before APK in the res

folder to the number of files in the res folder that are

created earlier than 1 month compare to the creation

time of the APK file

diffotherafterzip

otherafterzip

Ratio between the number of different timestamps of the

files that do not belong to any necessities created after

APK to the total number of unnecessary files created

after APK
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diffother2mins

other2mins

Ratio between the number of different timestamps of

the files that do not belong to any necessities created 2

minutes before APK to the number of unnecessary files

which is created in only 2 minutes before the APK file

diffother2hours

other2hours

Ratio between the number of different timestamps of

the files that do not belong to any necessities created be-

tween 2 minutes with 2 hours before APK to the number

of 2 hours before the APK file

diffother1day

other1day

Ratio between the number of different timestamps of the

files do not belong to any necessities created between 2

hours with 1 day before APK to the number of unnec-

essary files that are created between 2 hours to 1 day

before the creation time of the APK file

diffother1month

other1month

Ratio between the number of different timestamps of the

files do not belong to any necessities created between 1

day with 1 month before APK to the number of unnec-

essary files that are created between 1 day to 1 month

before the creation time of the APK file

diffotherlonger

otherlonger

Ratio between the number of different timestamps of the

files do not belong to any necessities created more than

1 month before APK to the number of unnecessary files

that are created earlier than 1 month compare to the

creation time of the APK file
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difflibfile

totalfile

Ratio between the number of different timestamps of the

files in the lib folder to the number of files in the APK

file

diffresfile

totalfile

ratio between the number of different timestamps of the

files in the res folder to the number of files in the APK

file

diffotherfile

totalfile

ratio between the number of different timestamps of the

unnecessary files in the lib folder to the number of files

in the APK file

diffassetsfile

totalfile

Ratio between the number of different timestamps of

the files in the assets folder to the number of files in the

APK file

Table A.4: Table of timestamp feature group part 2

Feature name Description

dexafterzip The number of dex files that are created after the apk

file

dex2mins The number of dex files that are created in only 2 min-

utes before the APK file

dex2hours The number of dex files that are created between 2 min-

utes to 2 hours before the APK file

dex1day The number of dex files that are created between 2 hours

to 1 day before the creation time of the APK file
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dex1month The number of dex files that are created between 1 day

to 1 month before the creation time of the APK file

dexlonger The number of dex files that are created earlier than 1

month compare to the creation time of the APK file

arscafterzip The number of arsc files that are created after the apk

file

arsc2mins The number of arsc files that are created in only 2 min-

utes before the APK file

arsc2hours The number of arsc files that are created between 2 min-

utes to 2 hours before the APK file

arsc1day The number of arsc files that are created between 2 hours

to 1 day before the creation time of the APK file

arsc1month The number of arsc files that are created between 1 day

to 1 month before the creation time of the APK file

arsclonger The number of arsc files that are created earlier than 1

month compare to the creation time of the APK file

MANIFEST MFafterzip The number of MANIFEST MF files that are created

after the apk file

MANIFEST MF2mins The number of MANIFEST MF files that are created in

only 2 minutes before the APK file

MANIFEST MF2hours The number of MANIFEST MF files that are created

between 2 minutes to 2 hours before the APK file

MANIFEST MF1day The number of MANIFEST MF files that are created

between 2 hours to 1 day before the creation time of the

APK file
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MANIFEST MF1month The number of MANIFEST MF files that are created

between 1 day to 1 month before the creation time of

the APK file

MANIFEST MFlonger The number of MANIFEST MF files that are created

earlier than 1 month compare to the creation time of

the APK file

CERT RSAafterzip The number of CERT RSA files that are created after

the apk file

CERT RSA2mins The number of CERT RSA files that are created in only

2 minutes before the APK file

CERT RSA2hours The number of CERT RSA files that are created be-

tween 2 minutes to 2 hours before the APK file

CERT RSA1day The number of CERT RSA files that are created be-

tween 2 hours to 1 day before the creation time of the

APK file

CERT RSA1month The number of CERT RSA files that are created be-

tween 1 day to 1 month before the creation time of the

APK file

CERT RSAlonger The number of CERT RSA files that are created earlier

than 1 month compare to the creation time of the APK

file

CERT SFAafterzip The number of CERT SF files that are created after the

apk file

CERT SF2mins The number of CERT SF files that are created in only

2 minutes before the APK file
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CERT SF2hours The number of CERT SF files that are created between

2 minutes to 2 hours before the APK file

CERT SF1day The number of CERT SF files that are created between

2 hours to 1 day before the creation time of the APK

file

CERT SF1month The number of CERT SF files that are created between

1 day to 1 month before the creation time of the APK

file

CERT SFlonger The number of CERT SF files that are created earlier

than 1 month compare to the creation time of the APK

file

androManifestAafterzip The number of androManifest files that are created after

the apk file

androManifest2mins The number of androManifest files that are created in

only 2 minutes before the APK file

androManifest2hours The number of androManifest files that are created be-

tween 2 minutes to 2 hours before the APK file

androManifest1day The number of androManifest files that are created be-

tween 2 hours to 1 day before the creation time of the

APK file

androManifest1month The number of androManifest files that are created be-

tween 1 day to 1 month before the creation time of the

APK file

androManifestlonger The number of androManifest files that are created ear-

lier than 1 month compare to the creation time of the

APK file
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assetsafterzip The number of files in the assets folder that are created

after the apk file

assets2mins The number of files in the assets folder that are created

in only 2 minutes before the APK file

assets2hours The number of files in the assets folder that are created

between 2 minutes to 2 hours before the APK file

assets1day The number of files in the assets folder that are created

between 2 hours to 1 day before the creation time of the

APK file

assets1month The number of files in the assets folder that are created

between 1 day to 1 month before the creation time of

the APK file

assetslonger The number of files in the assets folder that are created

earlier than 1 month compare to the creation time of the

APK file

libafterzip The number of files in the lib folder that are created

after the apk file

lib2mins The number of files in the lib folder that are created in

only 2 minutes before the APK file

lib2hours The number of files in the lib folder that are created

between 2 minutes to 2 hours before the APK file

lib1day The number of files in the lib folder that are created

between 2 hours to 1 day before the creation time of the

APK file
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lib1month The number of files in the lib folder that are created

between 1 day to 1 month before the creation time of

the APK file

liblonger The number of files in the lib folder that are created

earlier than 1 month compare to the creation time of

the APK file

resafterzip The number of files in the res folder that are created

after the apk file

res2mins The number of files in the res folder that are created in

only 2 minutes before the APK file

res2hours The number of files in the res folder that are created

between 2 minutes to 2 hours before the APK file

res1day The number of files in the res folder that are created

between 2 hours to 1 day before the creation time of the

APK file

res1month The number of files in the res folder that are created

between 1 day to 1 month before the creation time of

the APK file

reslonger The number of files in the res folder that are created

earlier than 1 month compare to the creation time of

the APK file

otherafterzip The number of files do not belong to any necessary fold-

ers that are created after the apk file

other2mins The number of files do not belong to any necessary fold-

ers that are created in only 2 minutes before the APK

file
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other2hours The number of files do not belong to any necessary fold-

ers that are created between 2 minutes to 2 hours before

the APK file

other1day The number of files do not belong to any necessary fold-

ers that are created between 2 hours to 1 day before the

creation time of the APK file

other1month The number of files do not belong to any necessary fold-

ers that are created between 1 day to 1 month before

the creation time of the APK file

otherlonger The number of files do not belong to any necessary fold-

ers that are created earlier than 1 month compare to the

creation time of the APK file

fileafterzip The number of files in APK no matter what types of

files they belong to that are created after the apk file

file2mins The number of files in APK no matter what types of

files they belong to that are created in only 2 minutes

before the APK file

file2hours The number of files in APK no matter what types of

files they belong to that are created between 2 minutes

to 2 hours before the APK file

file1day The number of files in APK no matter what types of

files they belong to that are created between 2 hours to

1 day before the creation time of the APK file

file1month The number of files in APK no matter what types of

files they belong to that are created between 1 day to 1

month before the creation time of the APK file
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filelonger The number of files in APK no matter what types of

files they belong to that are created earlier than 1 month

compare to the creation time of the APK file

diffassetsfile The number of different timestamps of the files in the

assets folder

totalassetsfile The total number of files in the assets folder

diffresfile The number of different timestamps of the files in the

res folder

totalresfile The total number of files in res folder

difflibfile The number of different timestamps of the files in the

lib folder

totallibfile The total number of files in the lib folder

assetsafterzip

totalassetsfile

Ratio between the number of files in the assets folder

that have timestamps greater than APK creation time

to the total number of files in the assets folder

assets2mins

totalassetsfile

Ratio between the number of files in the assets folder

that are created in only 2 minutes before the APK file

to the total number of files in the assets folder

assets2hours

totalassetsfile

Ratio between the number of files in the assets folder

that are created between 2 minutes to 2 hours before

the APK file to the total number of files in the assets

folder
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assets1day

totalassetsfile

Ratio between the number of files in the assets folder

that are created between 2 hours to 1 day before the

creation time of the APK file to the total number of

files in the assets folder

assets1month

totalassetsfile

Ratio between the number of files in the assets folder

that are created between 1 day to 1 month before the

creation time of the APK file to the total number of files

in the assets folder

assetslonger

totalassetsfile

Ratio between the number of files in the assets folder

that are created earlier than 1 month compare to the

creation time of the APK file to the total number of

files in the assets folder

diffassetsfile

totalassetsfile

Ratio between the number of different timestamps of the

files in the assets folder to the total number of files in

the assets folder

libafterzip

totallibfile

Ratio between the number of files in the lib folder that

have timestamps greater than APK creation time to the

total number of files in the lib folder

lib2mins

totallibfile

Ratio between the number of files in the lib folder that

are created in only 2 minutes before the APK file to the

total number of files in the lib folder

lib2hours

totallibfile

Ratio between the number of files in the lib folder that

are created between 2 minutes to 2 hours before the

APK file to the total number of files in the lib folder
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lib1day

totallibfile

Ratio between the number of files in the lib folder that

are created between 2 hours to 1 day before the creation

time of the APK file to the total number of files in the

lib folder

lib1month

totallibfile

Ratio between the number of files in the lib folder that

arecreated between 1 day to 1 month before the creation

time of the APK file to the total number of files in the

lib folder

liblonger

totallibfile

Ratio between the number of files in the lib folder that

are created earlier than 1 month compare to the creation

time of the APK file to the total number of files in the

lib folder

difflibfile

totallibfile

Ratio between the number of different timestamps of the

files in the lib folder to the total number of files in the

lib folder

resafterzip

totalresfile

Ratio between the number of files in the res folder that

have timestamps greater than APK creation time to the

total number of files in the res folder

res2mins

totalresfile

Ratio between the number of files in the res folder that

are created in only 2 minutes before the APK file to the

total number of files in the res folder

res2hours

totalresfile

Ratio between the number of files in the res folder that

are created between 2 minutes to 2 hours before the

APK file to the total number of files in the res folder
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res1day

totalresfile

Ratio between the number of files in the res folder that

are created between 2 hours to 1 day before the creation

time of the APK file to the total number of files in the

res folder

res1month

totalresfile

Ratio between the number of files in the res folder that

are created between 1 day to 1 month before the creation

time of the APK file to the total number of files in the

res folder

reslonger

totalresfile

Ratio between the number of files in the res folder that

are created earlier than 1 month compare to the creation

time of the APK file to the total number of files in the

res folder

diffresfile

totalresfile

Ratio between the number of different timestamps of the

files in the res folder to the total number of files in the

res folder

otherafterzip

totalotherfile

Ratio between the number of files do not belong to any

necessary folders that are created after the apk file to

the total number of files do not belong to any necessary

folders

other2mins

totalotherfile

Ratio between the number of files do not belong to any

necessary folders which are created in only 2 minutes

before the APK file to the total number of files do not

belong to any necessary folders
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other2hours

totalotherfile

Ratio between the number of files do not belong to any

necessary folders that are created between 2 minutes to

2 hours before the APK file to the total number of files

do not belong to any necessary folders

other1day

totalotherfile

Ratio between the number of files do not belong to any

necessary folders that are created between 2 hours to 1

day before the creation time of the APK file to the total

number of files do not belong to any necessary folders

other1month

totalotherfile

Ratio between the number of files do not belong to any

necessary folders that are created between 1 day to 1

month before the creation time of the APK file to the

total number of files do not belong to any necessary

folders

otherlonger

totalotherfile

Ratio between the number of files do not belong to any

necessary folders that are created earlier than 1 month

compare to the creation time of the APK file to the total

number of files do not belong to any necessary folders

diffotherfile

totalotherfile

Ratio between the number of different timestamps of the

files do not belong to any necessary folders to the total

number of files do not belong to any necessary folders

diffassetsafterzip

assetsafterzip

Ratio between the number of different timestamps of the

files created after APK in the assets folder to the total

number of files created after APK in the assets folder
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diffassets2mins

assets2mins

Ratio between the number of different timestamps of the

files created 2 minutes before APK in the assets folder

to the number of files in the assets folder that is created

in only 2 minutes before the APK file

diffassets2hours

assets2hours

Ratio between the number of different timestamps of

the files created between 2 minutes with 2 hours before

APK in the assets folder to the number of files in the

assets folder that are created between 2 minutes to 2

hours before the APK file

diffassets1day

assets1day

Ratio between the number of different timestamps of the

files created between 2 hours with 1 day before APK

in the assets folder to the number of files in the assets

folder that are created between 2 hours to 1 day before

the creation time of the APK file

diffassets1month

assets1month

Ratio between the number of different timestamps of the

files created between 1 day with 1 month before APK

in the assets folder to the number of files in the assets

folder that are created between 1 day to 1 month before

the creation time of the APK file

diffassetslonger

assetslonger

Ratio between the number of different timestamps of

the files created more than 1 month before APK in the

assets folder to the number of files in the assets folder

that are created earlier than 1 month compare to the

creation time of the APK file
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difflibafterzip

libafterzip

Ratio between the number of different timestamps of

the files created after APK in the lib folder to the total

number of files created after APK in the lib folder

difflib2mins

lib2mins

Ratio between the number of different timestamps of the

files created 2 minutes before APK in the lib folder to

the number of files in the lib folder that are created in

only 2 minutes before the APK file

difflib2hours

lib2hours

Ratio between the number of different timestamps of the

files created between 2 minutes with 2 hours before APK

in the lib folder to the number of files in the lib folder

that are created between 2 minutes to 2 hours before

the APK file

difflib1day

lib1day

Ratio between the number of different timestamps of the

files created between 2 hours with 1 day before APK in

the lib folder to the number of files in the lib folder that

are created between 2 hours to 1 day before the creation

time of the APK file

difflib1month

lib1month

Ratio between the number of different timestamps of the

files created between 1 day with 1 month before APK

in the lib folder to the number of files in the lib folder

that are created between 1 day to 1 month before the

creation time of the APK file
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diffliblonger

liblonger

Ratio between the number of different timestamps of the

files created more than 1 month before APK in the lib

folder to the number of files in the lib folder that are

created earlier than 1 month compare to the creation

time of the APK file

diffresafterzip

resafterzip

Ratio between the number of different timestamps of

the files created after APK in the res folder to the total

number of files created after APK in the res folder

diffres2mins

res2mins

Ratio between the number of different timestamps of the

files created 2 minutes before APK in the res folder to

the number of files in the res folder that are created in

only 2 minutes before the APK file

diffres2hours

res2hours

Ratio between the number of different timestamps of the

files created between 2 minutes with 2 hours before APK

in the res folder to the number of files in the res folder

that are created between 2 minutes to 2 hours before

the APK file

diffres1day

res1day

Ratio between the number of different timestamps of the

files created between 2 hours with 1 day before APK in

the res folder to the number of files in the res folder that

are created between 2 hours to 1 day before the creation

time of the APK file
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diffres1month

res1month

Ratio between the number of different timestamps of the

files created between 1 day with 1 month before APK

in the res folder to the number of files in the res folder

that are created between 1 day to 1 month before the

creation time of the APK file

diffreslonger

reslonger

Ratio between the number of different timestamps of the

files created more than 1 month before APK in the res

folder to the number of files in the res folder that are

created earlier than 1 month compare to the creation

time of the APK file

diffotherafterzip

otherafterzip

Ratio between the number of different timestamps of the

files do not belong to any necessities created after APK

to the total number of unnecessary files created after

APK

diffother2mins

other2mins

Ratio between the number of different timestamps of the

files do not belong to any necessities created 2 minutes

before APK to the number of unnecessary files that are

created in only 2 minutes before the APK file

diffother2hours

other2hours

Ratio between the number of different timestamps of the

files do not belong to any necessities created between

2 minutes with 2 hours before APK to the number of

unnecessary files that are created between 2 minutes to

2 hours before the APK file
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diffother1day

other1day

Ratio between the number of different timestamps of the

files do not belong to any necessities created between 2

hours with 1 day before APK to the number of unnec-

essary files that are created between 2 hours to 1 day

before the creation time of the APK file

diffother1month

other1month

Ratio between the number of different timestamps of the

files do not belong to any necessities created between 1

day with 1 month before APK to the number of unnec-

essary files that are created between 1 day to 1 month

before the creation time of the APK file

diffotherlonger

otherlonger

Ratio between the number of different timestamps of the

files do not belong to any necessities created more than

1 month before APK to the number of unnecessary files

that are created earlier than 1 month compare to the

creation time of the APK file

difflibfile

totalfile

Ratio between the number of different timestamps of the

files in the lib folder to the number of files in the APK

file

diffresfile

totalfile

Ratio between the number of different timestamps of the

files in the res folder to the number of files in the APK

file

diffotherfile

totalfile

Ratio between the number of different timestamps of the

unnecessary files in the lib folder to the number of files

in the APK file
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diffassetsfile

totalfile

Ratio between the number of different timestamps of

the files in the assets folder to the number of files in the

APK file

afterMANIFEST MF The number of files with greater timestamps compare to

MANIFEST MF

afterCERT RSA The number of files with greater timestamps compare to

the CERT RSA file

afterCERT SF The number of files with greater timestamps compare to

the CERT SF file

afterMANIFEST MF

totalfile

The ratio of afterMANIFEST MF to total number of

files

afterCERT RSA

totalfile

The ratio of afterCERT RSA to total number of files

afterCERT SF

totalfile

The ratio of afterCERT SF to the total number of files
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A.3 Manifest features section

In the table following, external elements stand for the elements attached from exter-

nal libraries(like ads libraries) and internal elements stand for the elements imple-

mented by authors(name of those elements starts with . or the package name of that

APK)

Table A.6: Table of manifest feature group

Feature name Description

rate0 Ratio of the number of external elements in manifest file

with benign ratio 0.0 to the number of all elements in

manifest file

rate20 Ratio of the number of external elements in manifest file

with benign ratio from 0.0 to 0.2 to the number of all

elements in manifest file

rate40 Ratio of the number of external elements in manifest file

with benign ratio from 0.2 to 0.4 to the number of all

elements in manifest file

rate60 Ratio of the number of external elements in manifest file

with benign ratio from 0.4 to 0.6 to the number of all

elements in manifest file

rate80 Ratio of the number of external elements in manifest file

with benign ratio from 0.6 to 0.8 to the number of all

elements in manifest file

rate100 Ratio of the number of external elements in manifest

file with benign ratio from 0.8 to 1 to the number of all

elements in manifest file
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unknownRate Ratio of the number of external elements in manifest file

with unknown benign ratio to the number of all elements

in manifest file

underPackageRate Ratio of the number of internal elements in manifest file

to the number of all elements in manifest file

To0 Number of external elements in manifest file with benign

ratio 0.0

To20 Number of external elements in manifest file with benign

ratio from 0.0 to 0.2

To40 Number of external elements in manifest file with benign

ratio from 0.2 to 0.4

To60 Number of external elements in manifest file with benign

ratio from 0.4 to 0.6

To80 Number of external elements in manifest file with benign

ratio from 0.6 to 0.8

To100 Number of external elements in manifest file with benign

ratio from 0.8 to 1.0

unknown Number of external elements in manifest file with un-

known benign ratio

underPackage Number of internal elements in manifest file

actionNum Number of actions in manifest file

activityNum Number of activities in manifest file

meta dataNum Number of meta-datas in manifest file

permissionNum Number of permissions in manifest file

providerNum Number of providers in manifest file

receiverNum Number of receivers in manifest file
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serviceNum Number of services in manifest file

uses featureNum Number of uses features in manifest file

uses permissionNum Number of uses permissions in manifest file

actionratio Ratio of the number of actions in manifest file to the

number of all elements in manifest file

activityratio Ratio of the number of activities in manifest file to the

number of all elements in manifest file

meta dataratio Ratio of the number of meta-datas in manifest file to

the number of all elements in manifest file

permissionratio Ratio of the number of permissions in manifest file to

the number of all elements in manifest file

providerratio Ratio of the number of providers in manifest file to the

number of all elements in manifest file

receiverratio Ratio of the number of receivers in manifest file to the

number of all elements in manifest file

serviceratio Ratio of the number of services in manifest file to the

number of all elements in manifest file

uses featureratio Ratio of the number of uses features in manifest file to

the number of all elements in manifest file

uses permissionratio Ratio of the number of uses permissions in manifest file

to the number of all elements in manifest file

outAction Number of developer defined actions

outPermission Number of developer defined permissions

outActionRate Ratio of the number of developer defined actions to the

number of all actions in manifest file
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outPermissionRate Ratio of the number of developer defined permissions to

the number of all permissions in manifest file

implicitIntent Number of implicit intents

explicitIntent Number of explicit intents

otherIntent Number of intents including category tags

allIntent Number of all intents in manifest file

implicitIntentRatio Ratio of the number of implicit intents to the total num-

ber of intents in manifest file

explicitIntentRatio Ratio of the number of explicit intents to the total num-

ber of intents in manifest file

otherIntentRatio Ratio of the number of outIntents to the total number

of intents in manifest file

priorityNormal Number of normal priorities

priorityAbnormal Number of abnormal priorities

priorityAll Number of all priorities

priorityNormalRatio Ratio of the number of normal priorities to the number

of all priorities

priorityAbnormalRatio Ratio of the number of abnormal priorities to the num-

ber of all priorities

highestPriority The highest priority value in manifest file

lowestPriority The lowest priority value in manifest file

uses-feature 0 Number of uses-features with benign ratio 0.0 in mani-

fest file

uses-feature 0 ratio Ratio of the number of uses-features with benign ratio

0.0 to the total number of elements with benign ratio

0.0
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permission 0 Number of permissions with benign ratio 0.0 in manifest

file

permission 0 ratio Ratio of the number of permissions with benign ratio

0.0 to the total number of elements with benign ratio

0.0

meta-data 0 Number of meta-datas with benign ratio 0.0 in manifest

file

meta-data 0 ratio Ratio of the number of meta-datas with benign ratio 0.0

to the total number of elements with benign ratio 0.0

action 0 Number of actions with benign ratio 0.0 in manifest file

action 0 ratio Ratio of the number of actions with benign ratio 0.0 to

the total number of elements with benign ratio 0.0

provider 0 Number of providers with benign ratio 0.0 in manifest

file

provider 0 ratio Ratio of the number of providers with benign ratio 0.0

to the total number of elements with benign ratio 0.0

uses-permission 0 Number of uses-permissions with benign ratio 0.0 in

manifest file

uses-permission 0 ratio Ratio of the number of uses-permissions with benign

ratio 0.0 to the total number of elements with benign

ratio 0.0

activity 0 Number of activities with benign ratio 0.0 in manifest

file

activity 0 ratio Ratio of the number of activities with benign ratio 0.0

to the total number of elements with benign ratio 0.0

service 0 Number of services with benign ratio 0.0 in manifest file
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service 0 ratio Ratio of the number of services with benign ratio 0.0 to

the total number of elements with benign ratio 0.0

receiver 0 Number of receivers with benign ratio 0.0 in manifest

file

receiver 0 ratio Ratio of the number of receivers with benign ratio 0.0

to the total number of elements with benign ratio 0.0

meta-data 20 Number of meta-datas with benign ratio from 0.0 to 0.2

in manifest file

meta-data 20 ratio Ratio of the number of meta-datas with benign ratio

from 0.0 to 0.2 to the total number of elements with

benign ratio from 0.0 to 0.2

permission 20 Number of permissions with benign ratio from 0.0 to 0.2

in manifest file

permission 20 ratio Ratio of the number of permissions with benign ratio

from 0.0 to 0.2 to the total number of elements with

benign ratio from 0.0 to 0.2

service 20 Number of services with benign ratio from 0.0 to 0.2 in

manifest file

service 20 ratio Ratio of the number of services with benign ratio from

0.0 to 0.2 to the total number of elements with benign

ratio from 0.0 to 0.2

activity 20 Number of activities with benign ratio from 0.0 to 0.2

in manifest file

activity 20 ratio Ratio of the number of activities with benign ratio from

0.0 to 0.2 to the total number of elements with benign

ratio from 0.0 to 0.2
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receiver 20 Number of receivers with benign ratio from 0.0 to 0.2 in

manifest file

receiver 20 ratio Ratio of the number of receivers with benign ratio from

0.0 to 0.2 to the total number of elements with benign

ratio from 0.0 to 0.2

provider 20 Number of providers with benign ratio from 0.0 to 0.2

in manifest file

provider 20 ratio Ratio of the number of providers with benign ratio from

0.0 to 0.2 to the total number of elements with benign

ratio from 0.0 to 0.2

uses-permission 20 Number of uses-permissions with benign ratio from 0.0

to 0.2 in manifest file

uses-permission 20 ratio Ratio of the number of uses-permissions with benign

ratio from 0.0 to 0.2 to the total number of elements

with benign ratio from 0.0 to 0.2

action 20 Number of actions with benign ratio from 0.0 to 0.2 in

manifest file

action 20 ratio Ratio of the number of actions with benign ratio from

0.0 to 0.2 to the total number of elements with benign

ratio from 0.0 to 0.2

uses-feature 20 Number of uses-features with benign ratio from 0.0 to

0.2 in manifest file

uses-feature 20 ratio Ratio of the number of uses-features with benign ratio

from 0.0 to 0.2 to the total number of elements with

benign ratio from 0.0 to 0.2
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uses-permission 40 Number of uses-permissions with benign ratio from 0.2

to 0.4 in manifest file

uses-permission 40 ratio Ratio of the number of uses-permissions with benign

ratio from 0.2 to 0.4 to the total number of elements

with benign ratio from 0.2 to 0.4

receiver 40 Number of receivers with benign ratio from 0.2 to 0.4 in

manifest file

receiver 40 ratio Ratio of the number of receivers with benign ratio from

0.2 to 0.4 to the total number of elements with benign

ratio from 0.2 to 0.4

meta-data 40 Number of meta-datas with benign ratio from 0.2 to 0.4

in manifest file

meta-data 40 ratio Ratio of the number of meta-datas with benign ratio

from 0.2 to 0.4 to the total number of elements with

benign ratio from 0.2 to 0.4

action 40 Number of actions with benign ratio from 0.2 to 0.4 in

manifest file

action 40 ratio Ratio of the number of actions with benign ratio from

0.2 to 0.4 to the total number of elements with benign

ratio from 0.2 to 0.4

permission 40 Number of permissions with benign ratio from 0.2 to 0.4

in manifest file

permission 40 ratio Ratio of the number of permissions with benign ratio

from 0.2 to 0.4 to the total number of elements with

benign ratio from 0.2 to 0.4
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service 40 Number of services with benign ratio from 0.2 to 0.4 in

manifest file

service 40 ratio Ratio of the number of services with benign ratio from

0.2 to 0.4 to the total number of elements with benign

ratio from 0.2 to 0.4

uses-feature 40 Number of uses-features with benign ratio from 0.2 to

0.4 in manifest file

uses-feature 40 ratio Ratio of the number of uses-features with benign ratio

from 0.2 to 0.4 to the total number of elements with

benign ratio from 0.2 to 0.4

activity 40 Number of activities with benign ratio from 0.2 to 0.4

in manifest file

activity 40 ratio Ratio of the number of activites with benign ratio from

0.2 to 0.4 to the total number of elements with benign

ratio from 0.2 to 0.4

provider 40 Number of providers with benign ratio from 0.2 to 0.4

in manifest file

provider 40 ratio Ratio of the number of providers with benign ratio from

0.2 to 0.4 to the total number of elements with benign

ratio from 0.2 to 0.4

uses-feature 60 Number of uses-features with benign ratio from 0.4 to

0.6 in manifest file

uses-feature 60 ratio Ratio of the number of uses-features with benign ratio

from 0.4 to 0.6 to the total number of elements with

benign ratio from 0.4 to 0.6
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action 60 Number of actions with benign ratio from 0.4 to 0.6 in

manifest file

action 60 ratio Ratio of the number of actions with benign ratio from

0.4 to 0.6 to the total number of elements with benign

ratio from 0.4 to 0.6

provider 60 Number of providers with benign ratio from 0.4 to 0.6

in manifest file

provider 60 ratio Ratio of the number of providers with benign ratio from

0.4 to 0.6 to the total number of elements with benign

ratio from 0.4 to 0.6

permission 60 Number of permissions with benign ratio from 0.4 to 0.6

in manifest file

permission 60 ratio Ratio of the number of permissions with benign ratio

from 0.4 to 0.6 to the total number of elements with

benign ratio from 0.4 to 0.6

receiver 60 Number of receivers with benign ratio from 0.4 to 0.6 in

manifest file

receiver 60 ratio Ratio of the number of receivers with benign ratio from

0.4 to 0.6 to the total number of elements with benign

ratio from 0.4 to 0.6

uses-permission 60 Number of uses-permissions with benign ratio from 0.4

to 0.6 in manifest file

uses-permission 60 ratio Ratio of the number of uses-permissions with benign

ratio from 0.4 to 0.6 to the total number of elements

with benign ratio from 0.4 to 0.6
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activity 60 Number of activities with benign ratio from 0.4 to 0.6

in manifest file

activity 60 ratio Ratio of the number of activities with benign ratio from

0.4 to 0.6 to the total number of elements with benign

ratio from 0.4 to 0.6

service 60 Number of services with benign ratio from 0.4 to 0.6 in

manifest file

service 60 ratio Ratio of the number of services with benign ratio from

0.4 to 0.6 to the total number of elements with benign

ratio from 0.4 to 0.6

meta-data 60 Number of meta-datas with benign ratio from 0.4 to 0.6

in manifest file

meta-data 60 ratio Ratio of the number of meta-datas with benign ratio

from 0.4 to 0.6 to the total number of elements with

benign ratio from 0.4 to 0.6

activity 80 Number of activities with benign ratio from 0.6 to 0.8

in manifest file

activity 80 ratio Ratio of the number of activities with benign ratio from

0.6 to 0.8 to the total number of elements with benign

ratio from 0.6 to 0.8

meta-data 80 Number of meta-datas with benign ratio from 0.6 to 0.8

in manifest file

meta-data 80 ratio Ratio of the number of meta-datas with benign ratio

from 0.6 to 0.8 to the total number of elements with

benign ratio from 0.6 to 0.8
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uses-feature 80 Number of uses-features with benign ratio from 0.6 to

0.8 in manifest file

uses-feature 80 ratio Ratio of the number of uses-features with benign ratio

from 0.6 to 0.8 to the total number of elements with

benign ratio from 0.6 to 0.8

uses-permission 80 Number of uses-permissions with benign ratio from 0.6

to 0.8 in manifest file

uses-permission 80 ratio Ratio of the number of uses-permissions with benign

ratio from 0.6 to 0.8 to the total number of elements

with benign ratio from 0.6 to 0.8

provider 80 Number of providers with benign ratio from 0.6 to 0.8

in manifest file

provider 80 ratio Ratio of the number of providers with benign ratio from

0.6 to 0.8 to the total number of elements with benign

ratio from 0.6 to 0.8

receiver 80 Number of receivers with benign ratio from 0.6 to 0.8 in

manifest file

receiver 80 ratio Ratio of the number of receivers with benign ratio from

0.6 to 0.8 to the total number of elements with benign

ratio from 0.6 to 0.8

action 80 Number of actions with benign ratio from 0.6 to 0.8 in

manifest file

action 80 ratio Ratio of the number of actions with benign ratio from

0.6 to 0.8 to the total number of elements with benign

ratio from 0.6 to 0.8
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permission 80 Number of permissions with benign ratio from 0.6 to 0.8

in manifest file

permission 80 ratio Ratio of the number of permissions with benign ratio

from 0.6 to 0.8 to the total number of elements with

benign ratio from 0.6 to 0.8

service 80 Number of services with benign ratio from 0.6 to 0.8 in

manifest file

service 80 ratio Ratio of the number of services with benign ratio from

0.6 to 0.8 to the total number of elements with benign

ratio from 0.6 to 0.8

meta-data 100 Number of meta-datas with benign ratio from 0.8 to 1.0

in manifest file

meta-data 100 ratio Ratio of the number of meta-datas with benign ratio

from 0.8 to 1.0 to the total number of elements with

benign ratio from 0.8 to 1.0

activity 100 Number of activities with benign ratio from 0.8 to 1.0

in manifest file

activity 100 ratio Ratio of the number of activities with benign ratio from

0.8 to 1.0 to the total number of elements with benign

ratio from 0.8 to 1.0

action 100 Number of actions with benign ratio from 0.8 to 1.0 in

manifest file

action 100 ratio Ratio of the number of actions with benign ratio from

0.8 to 1.0 to the total number of elements with benign

ratio from 0.8 to 1.0
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uses-feature 100 Number of uses-features with benign ratio from 0.8 to

1.0 in manifest file

uses-feature 100 ratio Ratio of the number of uses-features with benign ratio

from 0.8 to 1.0 to the total number of elements with

benign ratio from 0.8 to 1.0

service 100 Number of services with benign ratio from 0.8 to 1.0 in

manifest file

service 100 ratio Ratio of the number of services with benign ratio from

0.8 to 1.0 to the total number of elements with benign

ratio from 0.8 to 1.0

receiver 100 Number of receivers with benign ratio from 0.8 to 1.0 in

manifest file

receiver 100 ratio Ratio of the number of receivers with benign ratio from

0.8 to 1.0 to the total number of elements with benign

ratio from 0.8 to 1.0

provider 100 Number of providers with benign ratio from 0.8 to 1.0

in manifest file

provider 100 ratio Ratio of the number of providers with benign ratio from

0.8 to 1.0 to the total number of elements with benign

ratio from 0.8 to 1.0

uses-permission 100 Number of uses-permissions with benign ratio from 0.8

to 1.0 in manifest file

uses-

permission 100 ratio

Ratio of the number of uses-permissions with benign

ratio from 0.8 to 1.0 to the total number of elements

with benign ratio from 0.8 to 1.0
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permission 100 Number of permissions with benign ratio from 0.8 to 1.0

in manifest file

permission 100 ratio Ratio of the number of permissions with benign ratio

from 0.8 to 1.0 to the total number of elements with

benign ratio from 0.8 to 1.0

uses-

permission unknown

Number of uses-permissions with unknown benign ratio

uses-

permission unknown ratio

Ratio of the number of uses-permissions with unknown

benign ratio to the total number of elements with un-

known benign ratio

action unknown Number of actions with unknown benign ratio

action unknown ratio Ratio of the number of actions with unknown benign

ratio to the total number of elements with unknown be-

nign ratio

activity unknown Number of activities with unknown benign ratio

activity unknown ratio Ratio of the number of activities with unknown benign

ratio to the total number of elements with unknown be-

nign ratio

receiver unknown Number of receivers with unknown benign ratio

receiver unknown ratio Ratio of the number of receivers with unknown benign

ratio to the total number of elements with unknown be-

nign ratio

provider unknown Number of providers with unknown benign ratio

provider unknown ratio Ratio of the number of providers with unknown benign

ratio to the total number of elements with unknown be-

nign ratio
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permission unknown Number of permissions with unknown benign ratio

permission unknown ratio Ratio of the number of permissions with unknown be-

nign ratio to the total number of elements with unknown

benign ratio

meta-data unknown Number of meta-datas with unknown benign ratio

meta-

data unknown ratio

Ratio of the number of meta-datas with unknown benign

ratio to the total number of elements with unknown be-

nign ratio

service unknown Number of services with unknown benign ratio

service unknown ratio Ratio of the number of services with unknown benign

ratio to the total number of elements with unknown be-

nign ratio

uses-feature unknown Number of uses-features with unknown benign ratio

uses-

feature unknown ratio

Ratio of the number of uses-features with unknown be-

nign ratio to the total number of elements with unknown

benign ratio

PHONE Number of dangerous permission belong to PHONE cat-

egory

PHONE ratio Ratio of the number of dangerous permissions belong to

PHONE category to the total number of permissions

MICROPHONE Number of dangerous permission belong to MICRO-

PHONE category

MICROPHONE ratio Ratio of the number of dangerous permissions belong to

MICROPHONE category to the total number of per-

missions
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CAMERA Number of dangerous permission belong to CAMERA

category

CAMERA ratio Ratio of the number of dangerous permissions belong to

CAMERA category to the total number of permissions

LOCATION Number of dangerous permission belong to LOCATION

category

LOCATION ratio Ratio of the number of dangerous permissions belong to

LOCATION category to the total number of permissions

CONTACTS Number of dangerous permission belong to CONTACTS

category

CONTACTS ratio Ratio of the number of dangerous permissions belong

to CONTACTS category to the total number of permis-

sions

STORAGE Number of dangerous permission belong to STORAGE

category

STORAGE ratio Ratio of the number of dangerous permissions belong to

STORAGE category to the total number of permissions

CALENDAR Number of dangerous permission belong to CALENDAR

category

CALENDAR ratio Ratio of the number of dangerous permissions belong to

CALENDAR category to the total number of permis-

sions

SMS Number of dangerous permission belong to SMS cate-

gory

SMS ratio Ratio of the number of dangerous permissions belong to

SMS category to the total number of permissions
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SENSORS Number of dangerous permission belong to SENSORS

category

SENSORS ratio Ratio of the number of dangerous permissions belong to

SENSORS category to the total number of permissions
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assetsafterzip

totalassetsfile

Ratio between the number of files in the as-
sets folder that have timestamps greater than
APK creation time to the total number of
files in the assets folder

assets2mins

totalassetsfile

Ratio between the number of files in the as-
sets folder that are created in only 2 minutes
before the APK file to the total number of
files in the assets folder

assets2hours

totalassetsfile

Ratio between the number of files in the as-
sets folder that are created between 2 min-
utes to 2 hours before the APK file to the
total number of files in the assets folder

assets1day

totalassetsfile

Ratio between the number of files in the as-
sets folder that are created between 2 hours
to 1 day before the creation time of the APK
file to the total number of files in the assets
folder

assets1month

totalassetsfile

Ratio between the number of files in the as-
sets folder that are created between 1 day to
1 month before the creation time of the APK
file to the total number of files in the assets
folder

assetslonger

totalassetsfile

Ratio between the number of files in the as-
sets folder that are created earlier than 1
month compare to the creation time of the
APK file to the total number of files in the
assets folder

diffassetsfile

totalassetsfile

Ratio between the number of different times-
tamps of the files in the assets folder to the
total number of files in the assets folder

Table A.5: Ratio of files in the assets folder
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Appendix B

Figures for structures of apps

made by different tools

The content in red boxes is the unique pattern for the apps made by that tool
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Figure B.1: Android Studio & Eclipse app zipinfo top lines

Figure B.2: Android Studio & Eclipse app zipinfo bottom lines
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Figure B.3: Adobe air APKs zipinfo top lines

Figure B.4: Adobe air APKs zipinfo bottom lines
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Figure B.5: Dot42 APKs zipinfo partial lines

Figure B.6: Unknown tool
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Glossary (if any)

start writing here.
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